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Abstract

Design and Optimization Techniques for Monolithic RF Downconversion Mixers

by

Keng Leong Fong

Doctorof Philosophy in Engineering-Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Robert G. Meyer, Chair

Design and optimization techniques for monolithic radio-frequency (RF) downcon

version mixers are presented. Equations describing the high-frequency nonlinear behavior

of common-emitter and differential-pair transconductance stages are derived. The equa

tions show that the transconductance stages using inductivedegeneration are more linear

than those using capacitive or resistive degeneration, and that the common-emitter

transconductance stages are more linear than the differential-pair transconductance stages

with the same bias current and transconductance.

The class AB behavior of common-emitter transconductance stage with inductive

degeneration is studied, and the techniques to exploit this behavior are presented. The

class AB behavior reduces the bias current requirement and improves thepower efficiency.

Noise optimization issues and noise mixing phenomenon of downconversion mixers are

explored. Thedesensitization mechanisms by a blocker are investigated. A strong blocker

desensitizes a mixer with three mechanisms, namely compressing the gain of the small

desired signal, mixing low-frequency noise from bias circuit up to the RF, and mixing

phasenoiseof local oscillator to the intermediate frequency (IF).



The design and optimization techniques are demonstrated in two monolithic RF

downconversion mixers. A downconversion mixer for 900 MHz applications is imple

mented in a 25 GHz fj bipolar process. The design consumes 10.2 mA total current from a

3V supply. It has a power gain of 7.5 dB, a single-sideband noise figure of 7.5 dB and an

input 1 dB compression point -1.5 dBm. A downconversion mixer for 2.4 GHz wireless

LAN applications is implemented in a 1pm BiCMOS process with 13GHz fj bipolar

transistor. The design has a power gain of 4.5 dB, a single-sideband noise figure of 10 dB,

an input third-order intercept point of 1 dBm, and an input 1 dB compression point of

-7.5 dBm. Applications of the techniques to other analog building blocks, such as low-

noise amplifiers and power amplifiers, are also presented.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The rapid growth of portable wireless communication systems, such as wireless

(cordless andcellular) phones, global positioning satellites (GPS), wireless local areanet

works (LAN) and etc., have increased the demand for low-cost and high-performance

front-end receivers. This presents achallenge to radio-frequency (RF) circuit designers to

find optimal solutions for the realization of high-frequency (900 MHz to 3 GHz) receivers

using low-cost plastic package andhigh-volume silicon technologies.

Fig. 1.1 shows a typical RF receiver front-end architecture. The downconversion

RFIn
RF

Filter LNA

Image
Rejection

Filter

Mixer

Fig. 1.1 RF Receiver Front-End

Filter
TF Stage

mixer is used to convert the RF signal down to an intermediate frequency (IF) by mixing

the RF signal from the low-noise amplifier (LNA) with the local oscillator (LO) signal.

This allows channel selection and gain control at lower frequencies where high quality-

factor (Q) filters and variable-gain amplifiers can be constructed economically. Instead of

using an IF filter with tunable passband frequency, an IF filter with fixed passband fre

quency is used, and the LO frequency is tuned to select the desired channel. The LNA is



used to amplify the RF signal to reduce the noise contribution from the mixer. The RF and

image-rejection filters areusedto reject undesired out-of-band signals.

The downconversion mixer, which is the focus of this thesis project, is a very impor

tant building block within the receiver front-end because its performance affects the sys

tem performance and the performance requirements of adjacent building blocks. For

instance, a mixer with low noise reduces the gain requirement from the LNA. A mixer

with high conversion gain reduces the noise contribution from the IF stages. A mixer

which requires low LO input power reduce thepower consumption of the LO.

Downconversion mixers perform frequency conversion by using nonlinear elements

in time-varying circuits. The nonlinear operation is difficult to describe analytically, and

hence optimization becomes very difficult. In addition to amplitude changes and phase

shifts as ina linear system, signals and noise also undergo frequency shifts ina time-vary

ing nonlinear system. As a result, many active mixers realized in silicon technologies are

not optimized, and have poor performance (high noise and poor linearity). It is the objec

tive of this thesis project to improve the performance of active mixers by understanding

the nonlinear operations, simplifying the optimization procedures, and investigating new

circuit techniques.

1.1 Manifestation of Nonlinear Behavior

In this section, someof the common nonlineareffects [1] are described. Understand

ing these effects helps in optimizing nonlinear circuits. The simplified nonlinear transfer

function (in Volterra Series [2][3]) ofa circuit shown below isused toexplain the nonlin

ear effects.



Vo = a,oVs +ajoVs +a3oVf +... +a„oV>... (i.i)

where and are the input and output signals respectively. The operator *o' indicates

multiplying each frequency component in V" by the magnitude of Oj, and shifting each

frequency component in V" by the phase ofOn-

The n'th harmonic of is generated by the n'th power of Vg in equation (1.1). For

instance, if Vg is a single-tone signal represented by (Acos cot), where A is the amplitude

and CO is the fundamental frequency. The square of generates the second harmonic

(cos 2cot) as follow

2 2 A^Vj. = (Acoscot) = -:^(1 + cos2cot)

If the index *n* is an even number, the n'th power of Vj also generates other even-order

harmonics (including the DC component) with lower order than 'n'. If the index *n' is an

odd number, the n'th powerof generates otherodd-order harmonics (including the fun

damental harmonic) with lower order than n. For instance, the cube of Vg generates the

fundamental (cos cot) and third-order (cos Scot) harmonics as follow

r3 / A„ 3 ^3__ ..1*3Vj = (Acoscot) = -A coscot+ 7A cosScot

All the even-powerterms in equation (1.1) generate DC component. For instance, if

Vg is a single-tone signal represented by (Acos tot), the square of Vg generates the DC

component Similarly, the forth powerof Vg generates the DC component

In general, the DC component generated by all even-power terms is given by



where

2 8 \jl/2)ryn

0= "yj (x-y)!y! '

and n is even.

All the odd-power terms in equation (1.1)cause gain compression or expansion. For

instance, if is a single-tone signal represented by Acos cot, the cube of Vg generates

^jA^coscotj, which is added directly to fundamental harmonic generated by the first-

power term inequation (1.1). As a result, thefundamental harmonic in the output signal is

given by

aioAcoscot +7a oA^coscot
^ 4 3

3If a3 has opposite phase from the (a3oVj.) term causes gain compression. On the

other hand, if a3 has the same phase as a] the (a3oV^) term causes gain expansion. Sim

ilarly, the fifth power of Vg generates A^coscot^. This term can cause gain compression

orexpansion, depending on the phase of a^. In general, the fundamental harmonic gener

ated by all odd-power terms is given by

a,oAcos©t +|a^oA^coso)t+... +̂ ^^_"^^2l-^»A"cos{ot +... (1.2)

where n is odd.



Expression (1.2) can also be used to explain the amplitude modulation (AM) to

phase modulation (PM) conversion phenomenon. Since (where n is larger than 1) has

different phase from ttj, the odd-power term causes phase shift to the fundamental har

monic in the output signal. As shown in expression (1.2), the amount of phase shift is a

function of amplitude (A). As a result, modulation in amplitude induces modulation in

phase.

The odd-power terms in equation (1.1) cause gain compression or expansion to a

small signal in the presence of a large signal. For instance, if is the sum of a small sig

nal (Aacos ©at) and a large signal (AbCos ©bt), the small output signal at frequency ©a is

given by

3 2
a,oA-cos©t + -a oA.A. cos©t+...I a 2 3®°

where the first and second terms are generated by the first-power and the third-power

terms in equation (1.1) respectively. The first term represents the desired output signal

where the magnitude of ttj is the linear gain under small-signal conditions. If 03 has dif

ferent phase from ttj, the large signal causes gain compression to the small signal. This

phenomenon isknown asdesensitization by the large signal. The amount ofgain compres

sion depends on the amplitude of the large signal and the third-order coefficient a3. In the

extreme case, the small signal is reduced to a level so small that it is no longerdetectable.

In this case, the small signal is said to be blocked out by the large signal. On the other

hand, if a3 has the same phase as a^, the third-power term in equation (1.1) causes gain

expansion to the small signal, l^pically, gain expansion of the small signal is harmless. It

is important to note that the gain compression and expansion are independent ofthe ampli-



tude of the small signal, if the amplitude of the small signal is small enough that it does

not activate higher-powerterms in equation (1.1).

The nonlinear terms in equation (1.1) generates frequency-mixing products if Vj

comprises more than one signals with differentfrequencies. This phenomenonis known as

intermodulation. Forinstance, if is the sum of two signals (A^cos ©^t and Abcos ©^t) of

differentfrequencies ©^ and ©5, the squareof Vg generates

2 2Vg = (A3C0S©at +AbCOS©bt)

A A
= +COS2©3t)+ -y(l +COS2©bt) +AiA2[C0S(©a +©b)t +C0S(©3-©b)t]

where the (cos 2©at) and (cos 2©bt) terms are the second harmonics of the two signals

respectively. In addition, the [cos(©a + C05)t] and [cos(©a - ©5)t] terms are the second-

order intermodulation products which are located at thesum and difference frequencies of

©aand ©brespectively.

Similarly, the cube of Vj generates intermodulation products at frequencies

(2©a ± ©b) and (2©b ± ©a) where the second harmonic of one signal mixes with the funda

mental harmonic of the other signal. This phenomenon is known as third-order intermodu

lation. Unlike the second-order intermodulation products, the third-order intermodulation

products at frequencies (2©a - ©b) and(2©a - ©b) are located close to thefundamental sig

nals. This may result in undesirable consequence (more detail in section 2.4). If Vg is the

sum of the three signals at different frequencies ©a, ©b and ©g, the cube of Vg generates

intermodulation products at frequencies (±©a ± ©b ± ©c). Those located at frequencies

(©a + COb - ©c). (-©a + ©b + ©c) (""^a" ©b + ©c) close to the fundamental signals.



In general, the n*th power of Vg generates intermodulation products at frequencies

(±©1 ±Q)2± ... ± ©n). These frequency-mixing phenomena are not limited to mixing

among signals. Signalscan mix withnoiseand move noise from one frequency to another.

The odd-power terms in equation (1.1) can cause amplitude modulation of one sig

nal to be transferred to another signal. This phenomenon is known as cross modulation.

For instance, if Vg is the sum of the two signals, where the first one is a single-tone signal

(AgCos ©gt) without modulation. The second one is an amplitude-modulated signal repre

sented by {[1 + m(t)] Abcos ©bt), where [m(t)] is the modulation waveform and ©b is the

carrier frequency. The cube of Vg produces the following term at frequency ©a.

1+m(t)]^cos(Oat

This term is added to the fundamental signal (ajo cos ©at) generated by the first-power

term in equation (1.1). Hence, the modulation signal on the ©b carrier is transferred to the

signal at frequency ©a-

The even-power terms in equation (1.1) can demodulate an amplitude-modulated

signal. For instance, if Vg is an amplitude-modulated signal represented by

{[1 +m(t)] Acos ©t), where m(t) is the modulation waveform and © is the carrier fre

quency. The square of Vg produces

2 2

=y[l+m(t)]^ +y[l+m(t)]^cos2a)t.



[a^ 2I fA^ 2 2 1where the term [l+m(t)] >can be expanded into "1(0 +-j*"™ (^) f•

Thus, thesecond-power term extracts themodulation waveform m(t) from Vg.

1.2 Mixer Topologies
In terms of conversion gain, downconversion mixers can be categorized into passive

and active mixers. Although passive mixers, such as diode mixers [1][4] and passive field

effect transistor (FET) mixers [5][6] are very linear and can operate atvery high frequency

(> 10 GHz), they have noconversion gain. On the other hand, active mixers provide con

version gain to reduce the noise contribution from the IF stages. The single-balanced and

double-balanced active mixers shown in Fig. 1.2andFig. 1.3 are common kinds of active

A

IF- IF+

L0+—L Switching
Pair

LO-

RF Common-
Emitter Driver

I L _ rrpr j
Bias -=^

Fig. 1.2 Single-Balanced Active Mixer

mixers. Each mixer comprises a driver stage and a differential switching stage (switching

pair in single-balanced mixer and switching quad in double-balanced mixer). The driver

stage amplifies the RF signal to compensate for the attenuation caused by the switching

8
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Fig. 1.3 Double-Balanced Active Mixer

operation, and to reduce the noise contribution from the switching stage (pair or quad). A

common-emitter transconductance stage and a differential-pair transconductance stage

(where 21j is the tail current source) are used as the driver stages for the single-balanced

and double-balanced mixers respectively. The degeneration components (Zg), which is

used to increase the linearity of the driver stage, can be implemented by either resistors,

inductors or capacitors. If the RF inputsignal is single-ended, one side of the differential-

pair driver stage in the double-balanced mixercan be AC grounded.

The switching stages perform the mixing operation (multiplying with square wave)

which converts the RF signal down to the IF. In the double-balanced mixer, the mixing

operation can be described by thefollowing equation.



" Vj^pCOSCOj^pt XGm X(|coso>Lot- |jcos3(0Lot+•••)

where Iq is the differential output signal (across differential load resistor), (Drp and cOlq

are the RF and LO frequencies respectively, V^p is the RF input signal, and is the

transconductance of the driver stage. This equation assumes instantaneous switching

(multiplying RF signal with square wave) of the switching quad. In the high-side mixing

case(LO frequency is higher RF), the (cDlq - ©rf) term is the desired IF signal, while the

(©LO +g>rf) term is the unwanted signal. The i factor is caused by the power lost in the

(©LO + ©rf) termandother higher-ftequency terms. In the low-side mixing case(LOfre

quency is lower than RF), the (©Rp - ©lo) and (colo + ©Rp) terms are the desired and

unwanted signals respectively.

Equation (1.3), only applies to thecase where differential IF output is taken. In this

case, there are noLO orRF feedthrough signal at the IFoutput port ofthe mixer. If single-

ended output is taken, the mixing operation can berepresented by the following equation.

Iq =[lT+Vjjp-^cos(BRFt)x(| +|cosa)Lot-^cos3(OLot+...)+
('̂ T- Vrf^COSCOrfi)X(i -|cos(BLot+̂cos3(0Lot+•••]

=lT+|GMVRFCOS((aLo-0)RF)t+iGMVRpCOS((DLo +<aRF)t +... (1.4)
The LO and RF feedthrough signals are cancelled atthe IFoutput port, but the DC compo

nent Ij remains. On the other hand, there are LO and RFfeedthrough signals (due to DC

components in both RFandLOsignals) at theIF ouq)ut portof thesingle-balanced mixer

10



if single-ended output is taken. In this case, the mixing operation can berepresented bythe

following equation.

Iq =(lQ +VgFGMCOS(0RFt)xQ +|cOS(DLot-^COS3(l)Lot+"l

=y+|vRFG^cosa)RFt+|lQcoso)Lot , (1.5)
+IGmVrfCOSCCOlo-COrp)! +|GmV^f'=°®((«"lo +o»rf)' +-

where Iq is the bias current of the driver stage. The QVpFG^costORFtl and

QlQCOstOLotl terms represent the RF and LO feedthrough signals respectively. There-

fore, a single-balanced mixer does not reject LO and RFfeedthrough at the IF output port

if single-ended output is taken. If the IF output of the single-balanced mixer is taken dif

ferentially, there is no RFfeedthrough signal at the IF output port since the LO signal has

no DC component. In this case, the mixing operation can be represented by following

equation.

Iq =(lQ +VRFGMCOSCORFt)xQcOS(OLo'-^COS3(OLot+...l
=|lQCOS(OLot +iGMVgF<=0®(®LO-®RF)' +|GMVRFCOS((OLo +COFF)t+ ...(1.6)

However, there is stillLOfeedthrough signal at the IF output port.

Besides single-balanced anddouble-balanced mixers, there is a third group of active

mixers, namely the unbalanced mixers. Fig. 1.4 and Fig. 1.5 show two different circuit

topologies ofunbalanced mixers. Inboth topologies, the mixing operation is performed by

modulating transconductances of the driver stages with the LO signals. In the single-tran-

11
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LO

RF
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Fig. 1.5 Dual-Gate FET Mixer

sistor active mixer shown in Fig. 1.4, the LO signal modulates the transconductance of the

common-emitter driver stage by varying the base-emitter voltage (Vbe) of the bipolar

transistor. In the dual-gate FET mixer shown in Fig. 1.5, the LO signal modulates the

transconductance of the common-source driver stage by varying the drain-source voltage

12



(Vds) of lower transistor. Since there are DC components in both RFand LO signals,

unbalanced mixers do notreject LO-to-IF and RF-to-IF feedthrough signals.

The four active mixer topologies (Fig. 1.2, Fig. 1.3, Fig. 1.5 and Fig. 1.5) shown

above can be implemented in both bipolar and FET technologies, except the dual-gate

FETmixer shown in Fig. 1.5. Thedual-gate I^ET mixer cannot be implemented in bipolar

technology because the frequency response of bipolar transistors is greatly degraded in

saturation.

Both single-balanced and double-balanced mixers reject LO-to-RF feedthrough if

the differential switching stages are driven differentially. However, in the unbalanced

mixer, LO-to-RF feedthrough is not rejected because the LO signal is unbalanced. In the

single-transistor active mixershown in Fig. 1.4, the LO signal is injected into the RF port

through the RF filter. In the dual-gate FET mixer shown in Fig. 1.5, the LO signal is

injected into the RF port through the gate-to-drain (Cgd) capacitance of the lowertransis

tor.

The unbalanced mixers have best noise performance due to the simplicity of their

circuits. In other words, there are fewer noise contributors, compared to both single-bal

anced and double-balanced designs. However, the unbalanced mixers are the most difficult

to design due to their unbalanced properties. For instance, the RF and LO feedthrough

problems have to be tolerated. The single-balanced design is a compromise between

unbalanced anddouble-balanced designs. Single-balanced mixers areeasier to designthan

unbalanced mixers, but have better noise performance than double-balanced mixers.

13



1.3 Thesis Outline

The objective of this thesis project is to investigate design and optimization tech

niques for improving the performance of monolithic RF downconversion mixers, and to

apply them in actual designs to demonstrate their feasibility. The thesis is divided into

three main chapters.

Chapter 2 discusses the performance parameters that characterize RF downconver

sion mixers, and their impacts on the overall system performance and the performance

requirements of adjacent building blocks. The performance parameters discussed are noise

figure, conversion gain, gain compression, third-order intermodulation distortion, power

consumption, port return loss, and port isolation.

Chapter 3 presents the design andoptimization techniques investigated in this thesis

project. This chapter has four sections. Section 3.1 studies the third-order intermodulation

distortion. The third-order intermodulation equations (in Volterra Series) for both com

mon-emitter and differential-pair transconductance stages are derived. The equations can

be used for linearity optimization. Section 3.2 discusses class AB behavior and how it can

be exploited to reduce the power consumption. Section 3.3 concentrates on optimization

techniques for noise performance. Section 3.4 discusses the desensitization mechanisms

by a blocker and ways to mitigate the effects.

Chapter 4 presents twodesign examples to demonstrate the techniques discussed in

chapter 3.The first example isa 900 MHz class AB mixer fabricated ina 25 GHz fj bipo

larprocess. The second example isa 2.4 GHz mixer fabricated ina 1pm BiCMOS process

(with 13 GHz fj bipolar transistor) for wireless LAN applications. The major difference

14



between the two designs is the ratio of device ff to signal frequencies. Application of the

techniques to otherRF building blocks, such as LNAs and poweramplifiers, are also dis

cussed.
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CHAPTER 2

Performance Parameters

The parameters that affect the receiverperformance can be divided into four catego

ries, namely sensitivity, selectivity, overloading andpower consumption. Sensitivity mea

sures the smallest signal the receiverneeds to achievethe specifiedbit error rate (BER). It

depends on the system noise figure of the receiver and the demodulation scheme used.

Selectivity, which includes adjacent channel selectivity, image rejection, and out-of-band

blocker rejection, measures the ability to detect the desired signal and to reject the undes-

ired signals. Adjacent channel selectivity depends on the third-order intermodulation per

formance of the LNA and downconversion mixer, the selectivities of the IF and baseband

filters, and the LO phase noise. Image rejectiondepends on the selectivities of the RF and

image-rejection filters. Out-of-band blocker rejection depends on the selectivities of the

RF and image-rejection filters, the LO phase noise, and the desensitization effects [7][8]

on the LNA and downconversion mixer by the blocker. Overloading measures the largest

desired signal the receiver can handle while maintaining a specific BER. It depends on the

1dB compression point of the receiver system. Power consumption determines the usage

timeof a portable receiver. Although the overall performance of a receiver depends on the

performance parameters of all building blocks, this chapter concentrates on the perfor

mance parameters of downconversion mixers only, and how they affect the system perfor

mance and the performancerequirements of adjacentbuildingblocks.

16



2.1 Noise Figure
Noise figure (NF) is commonly used in communication systems to specify the noise

performance of a circuit. It measures the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) degradation caused

by the circuit [4]. In communication systems where the source impedance is well defined,

NF is defined as

Nc + N: N:

=^ = (2.1)
where Ng and Nj are the noise power of the source impedance and the input-referred noise

power of the circuit respectively. Thevalue of NF is meaningless if the source impedance

is not specified, lypically, NF is expressed in decibel (dB) scale.

The system noise figure (in linear scale) for the downconverter shown in Fig. 1.1 is

1 . ^^LNA ~ ^ . 1 ^ 1 , ^ ^^MIX"" ^NF = 1 .^^LNA-\ 1 fl A.
Lrf l»p )'RF ^RF '"RF^lNA'̂ HM ^ ^RF^LNA^M

- = mi^lna+ —a—T '
^RF V ^LNaHm >'

where Ljy? and are the insertion losses of the RF filter and the image-rejection filter

respectively, NFlna NFj^ are the noise figures of the LNA and the mixer respec

tively, and is the power gain of the LNA. This equation assumes that the noise fig

ures of the filters are the same as their insertion losses. Noise contribution from the IF

stage is not included in this equation. As shown in equation (2.2), the LNA needs to have

sufficient power gain to reduce the noise contribution from the mixer. Hence, a mixer with

low noise figure (NF) is highly desirable in order to relax the gain requirement of the

LNA. Most of the low-noise active downconversion mixers (in silicon technologies) cur

rently available havea single-sideband noisefigure greater than 10dB. Oneof the goals of

17



this thesisprojectis to construct a mixerwithsignificantly lowernoisefigure, withoutsac

rificing linearity.

There are two types of noise figure measures for downconversion mixers, namely

single-sideband (SSB) noise figure and double-sideband (DSB) noise figure. The single-

sideband noise figure is applicable to the heterodyne architecture where the RF signal is

converted to an IF which is higher than half the image-rejection filter bandwidth. Fig. 2.1
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Fig. 2.1. LO Mixes Noise to the IF

shows how theLOsignal andits harmonics mix noise at various frequencies to the IF. The

term "single-sideband" is derived from the fact that only one of the sideband (the RF

band) of the LO signal is converted to the IF (the image band is rejected). On the other

hand, the double-sideband noise figure is applicable to the homodyne (direct conversion)

architecture [9] where the RF signal is converted to thebaseband directly. Fig. 2.2 shows

howthe LO and its harmonics mix noise at various frequencies to the baseband. The term

"double-sideband" is derived from the fact that two sidebands of theLO signals are con-
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Fig. 2.2. LO Mixes Noise to the Baseband

verted to the baseband (LO frequency is in the middle of the RF band). Comparing Fig.

2.1 and Fig. 2.2, it is obvious that the mixer in the heterodyne architecture has twice as

many noisecontributors as that in the homodyne architecture. Hence, the single-sideband

noise power is about 2 times (3 dB) higher than the double-sideband noise power. It is

important to notice that a factor of 2 difference in noise power does not translate to 3 dB

difference in noise figure because

^^SSB ♦

where Nugg is the input-referred double-sideband noise power of the mixer, NFgsB

NFgsB the single-sideband and double-sideband noise figures of the mixer respec

tively. However, if NFdsb is much larger than N^, NF^gg is about 3 dB higher than

NFdsb-
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2.2 Conversion Gain

A downconversion mixer should provide sufficientpower gain to compensate for the

IF filter loss, and to reduce the noise contribution from the IF stages. However, this gain

should not be too large, as a strong signal may saturatethe output of the mixer. Typically,

power gain, instead of voltage or current gains, is specified. The reason is that NF is a

powerquantity, and henceit is easierto translate the NF of the IF stagesto the systemNF

usingpowergain.Powergain (G) is related to voltage and currentgainsby

where Vq andVj are output and inputvoltages respectively, Iq andIj are output and input

currents respectively, Rl and Rg are load and source resistance respectively. Although

increasing theloadresistance by a factor of 2 canincrease the voltage gain of themixer by

6 dB, the power gain is increased by only 3 dB.

2.3 Gain Compression
A Strong signal cansaturate a mixer andreduce its gain. The input 1 dB compression

point (P.idfi) measures the input power level that causes the mixer to deviate from its lin

ear magnitude response by 1 dB. Fig. 2.3 shows the magnitude response of a mixer as a

function of input signal power. Thedotted line shows the linear magnitude response of an

ideal mixer. Due to odd-order nonlinearities and limiting (current limiting and/or voltage

headroom limiting), the conversion gain of an actual mixer is compressed at high input

power level, as shown by the solid line. The conversion gain of the mixer is the ratio of

output power to input power. The point where the large-signal gain is 1 dB below the
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Fig. 2.3 Amplitude Response of Mixer

small-signal gain is the In the case where gain compression is caused by limiting,

the gain drops abruptly and the output power staysconstant as the input power exceeds the

input P.jdB- In the case where the gain compression is caused by the odd-order nonlineari-

ties in the transfer functions of the devices used, the gain decreases more gradually as the

input power exceeds the input P.ijb- At medium input power levels, gain compression is

dominated by the third-order nonlinearity. As the inputpower increases, higher-order non-

linearities become significant.

If the inputpowerof the desired signal is larger than the inputP.idB» the desired sig

nal can be distorted at the output of the mixer. This distortion causes amplitude modula

tion (AM) to phase modulation (PM) conversion. No information is lost if the desired

signal is frequency modulated. On the other hand, if the signal is phase modulated, the

unwanted phase shift caused by AM-to-PM conversion may result in detection errors,

which increase the BER. On the other hand, if the input power of an undesired signal

exceeds the input P.idB» distortion of the undesired signal does notaffect the system per-
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formance. However, a strong undesired signal (known as a blocker or interferer) can over

load a mixer and cause gain compression of the small desired signal if the mixer does not

have sufficiently high input [7][8]. This phenomenon is one of the desensitization

effects caused by a strong blocker (more detail in section 3.4).

Theblocker should notreduce thegain of thesmall desired signal by more than 1 dB

to avoid increasing the noise contribution from the IF stages significantly. In many appli

cations, especially those around the crowded 900 MHz bands, there aremany strong adja

cent out-of-band blockers which can desensitize the mixer. Unfortunately, there is no

simple relationship between the gain compression of the small desired signal and that of

the large undesired signal. The relationship derived in [7] assumes a weakly nonlinear

conditionwherethe gain compression is causedsolelyby the third-order term in the trans

fer function of the mixer. If this were case, the input blocker power thatcauses 1dB gain

compression to thesmall desired signal would be 3.1 dB less than input P.idB of themixer.

This describes many practical mixers, but higher-order terms can alsobe important in the

presence of large signals. Thesmall desired signal canbe viewed as amplitude modulation

on top of the blocker which functions like a carrier. Typically, the modulation signal (the

small desired signal) is compressed more than the carrier (the large blocker). In actual

designs, SPICE simulation should be used to verify thatthe gain compression of the small

desired signal is less than 1dB. The actual value of input P.jds is notthetrue design crite

rion in many receiver systems. Alternatively, a new performance parameter, the blocking

P.ldB» can be defined as theinput power of theblocker thatcauses 1dB gain compression

to the small desired signal.
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2.4 Third-Order Intermodulation Distortion

Due to the odd-order nonlinearities in the transfer function of the mixer, two undes-

ired signals in the adjacent channels generate third-order intermodulation (IM3) products

at the output of mixer. As illustrated in Fig. 2.4, one of the IM3 products can corrupt the

Output
Power

Frequency

Third-Order Intermodulation

^ Desired Channel
^ Adjacent Channel

Fig. 2.4 Third-Order Intermodulation Corrupts Desired Channel

desired signal if it falls within the desired channel. If the two adjacent channel frequencies

are (O^ and (% respectively, IM3 products are generated at frequencies (2c0a - 0)^) and

(2co5 - (Og). At low input powerlevel, the IM3 product is dominated by the third-ordernon-

linearity. As the input powerincreases, higher-order nonlinearities becomesignificant.

However, the third-order intercept point (IP3) measures only the third-order nonlin-

earity. Fig. 2.5 shows the magnitude responses of the desired signal and the IM3 product.

The solid lines are the actual responses. At low input powerlevel, the output powerof the

desired signal increases linearly with the input power, and the power of the IM3 product

increases with the cube of the input power. At high input power levels, the gain of the

desired signal is compressed, and the EVI3 is no longer dominated by the third-order non-

linearity. The dotted lines are the linear extrapolations of the small-signal magnitude
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Fig. 2.5 Amplitude Responses of Desired Signal and IM3 Product

responses of the desired signal and the IM3 product respectively. The point where the two

extrapolation curvesmeet is the IP3. Given the inputsignal powerat the adjacent channels,

the power ofthe IM3 product generated can becalculated byusing the IP3 value. However,

thecalculated value only applies to the small-signal IM3 product since theIP3 value is the

result of extrapolation from the small-signal condition. Typically, input IP3 is specified in

receiver systems whereas output IP3 is specified in transmitter systems. IP3 is normally

specified in dBm unit.

The system input IP3 (in linear scale) for the downconverter shown in Fig. 1.1 is

'3(LNA) ''̂ '3(MIX)/(*JLNA^M)-

where IP3(lna) IP3(Mix) the input IP3 (in power unit) of the LNA and downcon-

version mixer respectively. This equation assumes that the IM3 contributions from the fil-
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ters are negligible since they are passive components, and that the IM3 products from the

LNA andthemixer addcoherently (inphase). Ontheother hand, if theirIM3 products add

incoherently (out-of-phase), the system inputIP3 becomes

^^3 - Lrf
•^^3(LNA) ^P3(MIX)/(^LNa'̂ MIx)-

(2.5)

As shown in equations (2.4) and (2.5), increasing the gain of the LNA decreases the sys

tem input IP3.

The numerical value of the input IP3 is not directly related to that of the input

because IP3 measures the small-signal nonlinear condition which is dominated by the

third-order nonlinearity, whereas P.jdB measures the large-signal nonlinear condition

which includes contributions from all odd-order nonlinearities. Furthermore, IP3 depends

on the magnitude of the third-ordernonlinearity only, but P.ijb depends on both the mag

nitude and phase of the third-order nonlinearity [2][10]. If both IP3 and P.jdB were domi

nated by the third-order nonlinearity, the numerical value of input IP3 would be 9.6 dB

(true for low-frequency case only) higher than that of input P.idB- I" niany practical

designs (except the class AB mixer described in [8]), the difference between the numerical

values of IP3 and P.idB is more than 9.6 dB.

2.5 Power Consumption
The power consumption of other building blocks within a receiver system is as

important as that of the downconversion mixer. While optimizing the power consumption

of the mixer, care has to be taken to avoid increasing the power consumption of other
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building blocks. For instance, a downconversion mixer with high NF increases the gain

requirementfrom the LNA. This increases the power consumptionof the LNA. As shown

in equations (2.4) and (2.5), increasing the gain of the LNA also increases the input IP3

requirement of the mixer in order to meet the system input IP3 specification. This in turn

increases the power consumption of the mixer (shownlater in section 3.1). A mixer which

requires high LO power drive increases thepower consumption of the LO. It may takeup

to 10mAof biascurrent in a LOoutput buffer to supply 0 dBm of LOpower into the 50O

LO port of the mixer. Reducing the conversion gain of the mixer may reduce the power

consumption of the mixer, but increase the noise performance requirement of the IF

stages. This mayincrease the powerconsumption of the IF stages.

2.6 Port Return Loss

The impedances of the RF and LO input ports are typically matched to 50O, while

the impedance of the IFoutput port ismatched to that ofthe IF filter. Impedance matching

at the RFand IFports isnecessary toavoid signal refiection and excessive passband ripple

in the frequency responses of the filters. TVpically, retum losses of less than -10 dB (volt

age wave standing ratio of less than 2) are required. On the other hand, the retum loss

specification on the LO port can be more relaxed. However, excessive retum loss requires

the LO to deliver high power to the mixer. This would increase the power consumption of

the overall system.

Any arbitrary port resistance Rp can bematched tothe source resistance R^ (for input

port) or load resistance Rl (for output port) using a two-element impedance-matching net

work. If Rp is larger than Rg (or Rl), the impedance-matching network shown in Fig. 2.6
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Fig. 2.6 Matching Network for Rp larger than Rg

can be used. The reactive elements Xg and Xp are used for impedance transformation. The

quality factor (Q) of the network is given by

Qn -JF'- (2.6)

The value of specifies the QofXp in parallel with Rp and the QofXg in series with Rg.

In other words,

Qn
" |Xp| " Rs

The reactive elements Xg and Xp can be implemented by either inductors or capacitors.

However, ifX^ is capacitive, Xp has to be inductive. Similarly, ifX^ is inductive, Xp has to

be capacitive. The difference between these two configurations is that one is a lowpass

network while the other one is a highpass network. If the port impedance is not purely

resistive, the reactive part of the port impedance can be tunedout by a reactiveelement, or

absorbed into the matching network.

The sensitivity of the networkto component variations dependson the Q of the net

work, but not the Qofthe reactive elements (X^ and Xp). Hence, if the resistance differ-
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ence between Rp and is very large (Q^ is large), the network is very sensitive to

component variations. In thiscase, a two-stage matching network shown in Fig. 2.7can be

nodeM

Fig. 2.7 Two-Stage Matching Network for Rp larger than Rg

used to transform the impedance of Rp to an intermediate value at node M before it is

transformed to match the value of Rg. To minimize the sensitivity, the optimal equivalent

resistance at node Mshould be equal to the geometric mean of R^ and Rp. The same con

cept can be extended to multi-stage impedance-matching network.

The reactive elements (Xg and Xp) of the impedance-matching network can be

implemented by either on-chip or external components. However, the Q of the reactive

elements determines the power loss across the network. Typically, on-chip reactive com

ponents have lower Q (due to parasitic series resistance and substrate loss) than external

components.

If the Rp is smaller than the Rg (or Rl), the impedance-matching network shown in

Fig. 2.8 can beused. In this case, the quality factor (Q) ofthe network isgiven by

(2.7)

The value ofQn specifies the QofXp in series with Rp and the QofXg in parallel with Rg
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Fig. 2.8 Matching Network for Rp smaller than Rg

2.7 Port Isolation

If the downconversion mixer is in a different package from the LNA, the isolation

between LO and RF ports of the mixer is important, as LO-to-RF feedthrough results in

LO signal leaking through the antenna. The amount of feedthrough signal that is allowed

depends on the reverse isolation of the LNA, and the stopband attenuation of the RF and

image-rejection filters at the LO frequency. If the LNA is in the same package as the

mixer, the LO feedthrough to RF input port of the LNA becomes more important. LO-to-

IF andRF-to-IF isolations are not important because the high-frequency feedthrough sig

nalscan be rejected easily by the high-Q IF filter. However, large LO and RF feedthrough

signals at theIF output port may saturate theIFoutput port, and decrease the P.jdg of the

mixer.
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CHAPTER 3

Design and Optimization Techniques

3.1 Third-Order Intermodulation Distortion

As shown in Fig. 1.2 andFig. 1.3, thedownconversion mixer is composed of a driver

stage and a differential switching stage. Both the driver stage and the differential switch

ing stage(switching pair in single-balanced mixer andswitching quad in double-balanced

mixer) contribute third-order intermodulation (IM3) products to the IFoutput of themixer.

A common-emitter transconductance stage and a differential-pair transconductance stage

are used as the driver stages for the single-balanced (Fig. 1.2) and double-balanced (Fig.

1.3) mixers respectively. In this section, analytical equations (in Volterra Series [2][3])

describing the high-frequency IM3 performance of both common-emitterand differential-

pair transconductance stages are derived [10], and their implications are discussed. Using

these equations, design and optimization techniques to improve the linearity of the driver

stages can be formulated. On the other hand, the IM3 distortion of the switching stage is

difficult to describe analytically. Instead, design and optimization techniques for improv

ing the linearity ofthe switching stage isdiscussed ina qualitative way using the materials

from Huirs thesis [11].

The bipolar-transistor common-emitter and differential-pair transconductance stages

shown in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 respectively are commonly used in many RF building

blocks, such as low-noise amplifiers (LNA) and mixers. To improve the linearity, the
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Fig. 3.1. Common-Emitter Transconductance Stage

Fig. 3.2. Differential-Pair Transconductance Stage

transconductance stages areusually degenerated byan impedance Z^, which canbe imple

mented by using either resistors, capacitors or inductors.

Fig. 3.3 shows the large-signal model used to derive the nonlinearity equations for

Fig. 3.3. Model of Common-Emitter Transconductance Stage
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the common-emitter transconductance stage shown in Fig. 3.1. This model ignores the

effect ofbase-collector junction capacitance (C^) ofQ^. Inclusion of greatly compli

cates the analysis without adding significant accuracy to the results in typical situations.

Vg is the voltage signal source. Zj, is the impedance at the base of which includes

source resistance (Rs), base resistance (rt) of Q^, shunt impedance of bias circuit and

impedance of impedance-matching network. is the impedance at the emitter of Qa

which includes the parasitic emitter resistance (rg) of and the impedance ofthe degen

eration elements (resistor, capacitor and/or inductor). Cj, is the base-charging capacitance

of Qa, which is linearly proportional to the collector current (Ig) and the forward transit

time (Tp) of Qa. Cjg is the base-emitter junction capacitance which is assumed to becon

stant in this model. lb is the base current, which is equal to ^, where Pq is the small-sig-
Po

nal low-frequency current gain of Qa- lb cannot be ignored, since the high-frequency

nonlinearity also depends on the low-frequency characteristics of Qa (this will become

obvious later).

Using themodel in Fig. 3.3, a Kirchhoff's Voltage Law equation can be written as

Vs = (sCjgV^ + STpIg +Ie/po)(Zb +Z,) +I^Zg + , (3.1)

where Ig is the collector signal current (collector current minus bias current), V„ is the

base-emitter signal voltage drop across Cb and Cjg, and s (= j(D) is the Laplace Transform

Variable. Solving thisequation (derivation is shown in Appendix A) results in the follow

ing Volterra Series expression

= A,(s)oVj+ A2(s„S2)oVs+A3(s,,S2,S3)oVs + ... , (3.2)
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where V" is the n'th power of the voltage source signal, and A^O is the Volterra Series

Coefficient, which is a linear function of *n' number of frequencies. The operator 'o' indi

cates multiplying each frequency component in V" by the magnitude ofAn() and shifting

each frequency component in V" by the phase of An(). The first three Volterra Series

Coefficients are

[sCj,Z(s) +sTpg„Z(s) +g"l,Z(s)/po +1+g™Z.(s)] •

A2(s,.S2) =A,(s, +S2)A,(Si)A,(s2)^[l+(s,+Sj)Cj,Z(Si +S2)] .and (3.4)
2Iq

Vt
A3(S|,S2, S3) - A|(S|+S2 + S3) ^[-A2(S|)Aj(S2)A|(S3) + 3IqA|A2]

3Iq
X[1+(s, +S2 + S3)CjgZ(s2 + S2 + S3)] , (3.5)

where

Z(s) = Zb(s) + Z,(s) ,

-—~ ^ A|(S|)A2(S2, S3) + Aj(S2)A2(S|, S3) + A|(S3)A2(Sj, S2)
A,A2 ,

- h
Sm \7 »

Vj

Iq is the bias current of Q^, and Wj is the thermal voltage. The coefficient AjCs) is the

small-signal transconductance of the transconductance stage.

The IM3 product at frequency (2©^ - ®b) calculated by using the Volterra Series

Coefficient A3(si,S2,S3), and letting S] = Sa, S2 = and S3 = -s^. Similarly, theIM3 product
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at frequency (2(i)b - (0^) can calculated by letting Sj = 85,82 = and83 = -83. Typically, the

frequency difference between ©a and cOb i8 80 8mall that8« 8^ « 8^ canbeassumed. Using

two input signals of the same amplitude Vg, the magnitude (IIM3I) of the input-referred

IM3 products (the two IM3 products have about the same magnitude) of the common-

emitter transconductance stage is given by

I1M3I =
3^3(8,, S,,-Sb)
4 A,(2s3-Sb) |Vsr

A,(s)

I
-:^[l+sCjeZ(s)H-l +A, (As)

gQ

A,(2s)

2gm

[l+2sCjjZ(2s)]

where As = (Sa - 85)« s.

m

|Vsf

[l+AsCjeZ(As)] (3.6)

The IIM3I depends on the magnitude of

[l+sCjeZb(s) +sCj,Z,(s)] . (3.7)

With inductive degeneration, the [sCjeZe(s)] term isa negative real number which cancels

the T term in (3.7). partially. There is no such cancellation with resistive degeneration,

since the [sCjeZe(s)] term is a positive imaginary number, which adds to the imaginary

part of the [sCjeZb(s)] term in (3.7).. For the same reason, capacitive degeneration would

increase the IIM3I because the [sCjeZa(s)] term isa positive real number, which adds to the

*r term in (3.7)..

The IIM3I also depends on the magnitude of
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A,(As) A,(2s) 1
- 1+ [1+AsCj,Z(As)] + 1+2sCjeZ(2s)] , (3.8)

om I

fA,(As) A,(2s) 1where the *-1' and i [1+AsCjgZ(As)] +-r [1+2sCjgZ(2s)] [ terms come
I Sm -^Sm J

from the third-order nonlinearity (AiAjAi) and the second-order interaction (AjA2)

respectively. Using the approximation (for practical design values).

[l+AsCj^Z(As)]«l ,

equation (3.6) can be simplified to

Ai(s)IimjI =
Iq

A,(As) A,(2s)
— + — '
'm

(3.9)

Vt r awasj a,us; -1. .1+sCj,Z(s)][- 1+ +-^[1+2sCj,Z(2s)]] |V|

fA,(2s) ]where the value of the | —[1+2sCjgZ(2s)] j- term is typically small, compared to

rAj(As)-i
the value of the term. However, it is not so small that it can be ignored.

L 8m J

As shown in equation (3.9), the IIM3I is independent of tp if the small-signal

transconductance [Ai(s)] iskept constant. On the other hand, it increases with Cjg for the

resistive and capacitive degeneration cases because the [sCjeZe(s)] term isa positive imag

inary number and apositive real number respectively, but decreases with Cjg for the induc

tive degeneration case because the [sCjeZe(s)] term is a negative real number.

Furthermore, the IIM3I is proportional to the cube of the ratio of small-signal transconduc

tance [Ai(s)] to bias current (Iq).
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The IIM3I can be loweredby increasingthe [A](As)] term. This increases the second-

order interaction to cancel the third-order nonlinearity. Since the degeneration inductor

has low impedance at low frequency, the [Ai(As)] term in the inductive degeneration case

is much largerthan those in the resistive and capacitive degeneration cases. Similarly, the

capacitor has high impedance at low frequency, andhence the [AjCAs)] term in the capac

itivedegeneration case is muchsmallerthan that in the resistive degeneration case. This is

the second reason why the inductively degenerated transconductance stage is more linear

than the resistively degenerated transconductance stage, which in turn is more linear than

the capacitive degenerated transconductance stage with the same transconductance and

bias current.

Fig. 3.4 shows the basic topology of a typical common-emitter transconductance

Bias

Fig. 3.4 Common-Emitter Transconductance Stage with Inductive
Degeneration

stage with inductive degeneration. The degeneration inductor Lg is typically implemented

by bondwires in series with package pins. Cj serves as a DCblocking capacitor. It is also

used to tune out the bond wire inductance Lj. Rj is a bias resistorused to isolate the bias

circuit from the RF port. At low frequency (As), the impedance of [Ze(As)] (« AsLg) is
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negligible. The impedance of [ZtCAs)] is dominated by the bias resistor Rj since the

_i—
Sm -I

term in equation can be simplified to

A,(As)

g m

(3.10)

where r„ is the small-signal base-emitter resistance of Q^. Therefore, in orderto increase

thelinearity (reduce IIM3I), Rj should bekept small (relative to r^ to increase thesecond-

orderinteraction. However, R] has to be large enough avoid significant loading on the RF

inputport, which would cause impedance mismatch and noise figure degradation.

Fig. 3.5 shows the simulated (using HSPICE) and analytical [using equation (3.6)]

Input IP3
(dBm) 2

Simulated

Analytical

4 5 6 7 8

Bias Current (mA)

9 10

Fig, 3.5 Input Third-Order Intercept Point versus Bias Current
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input IP3 of the common-emitter transconductance stage shown in Fig. 3.4asa function of

bias current (Iq). The simulation results include the nonlinear effects of C^ and Cj^ of Q^.

Neglecting these effects does not seem to introduce significant errors in the analytical

equation. The two RFsinusoidal signals used are at 900 MHz and 910 MHz respectively.

The component values used are: Xp=10.5 pF, Cje=1.17 pF, p=73, L^=2A nH, Li=3.5 nH

C,=20pF,R,=150a

Similarly, the model shown in Fig. 3.6 is used to derive the nonlinearity equations

^cl Ic2

Fig. 3.6 Model of Differential-Pair Transconductance Stage

for the differential-pair transconductance stage shown in Fig. 3.2. This model ignores the

effect ofthe base-collector junction capacitance (C^) ofQj and Q2. The base impedance

(Z51 + Zb2) in Fig. 3.2 is split into two Z '̂s in Fig. 3.6 to simplify the derivation by

exploiting symmetry. There is no loss of generality in this manipulation if the tail current

source (2Ix) has infinite output impedance. Using the model in Fig.3.6, KirchhofFs Volt

age Law and KirchhofFs Current Law equations can be written as
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Vs = (sCjeV„, +sVcl +Ie|/Po)(Zb +Ze) + + V„,

- (sCjeV„2 +Stpl„2 +Ic2/Po)(Zb +Ze) " , (3.11)

0 = sCjeV„, +STpI,.! +I„/Po +Id +sCjeV„2 +SXfI,2 +I^i/Po +1^2 (3-12)

respectively, where Id and Iq2 are collector signal currents ofQj and Q2 respectively, V;cl

and V„2 are signal voltage drops across the base-emitter junctions of Qj and Q2 respec

tively. Solving the simultaneous equations (3.11) and (3.12) results in the following Volt-

erra Series expressions (derivation is shown in Appendix A).

Id = Bi(s)oVs + B2(si,S2)oV5+B3(S|,S2,S3)oVs + ... , and (3.13)

Ic2 = -B,(s)oV5 + B2(s,,S2)oVs-B3(s,,S2,S3)oV5 + ... , (3.14)

where

° 2[sCj,Z(s) +sXFg„Z(s) +Lz(s)/Po+1+g„z,(s)] '

B2(s,.S2) =Bl(s,)B,(S2)2i^f(^^^s2)Cj.+ (s,+S2)gIxF+gyPo +gJ '

Vt,B3(S|, S2, S3) —2Bj(S| + S2 + S3) - [—B|(S|)Bj(s2)Bj(s3) +3IqB|B2]
3It

X[1+(s, +S2 + S3)CjgZ(Si +S2 +S3)] , (3.17)

Z(s) = Zb(s)+Ze(s) ,and

g = — •&m V
Vj

The IIM3I (by taking either single-ended ordifferential output) is given by
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IIM3l =
B,(s) Vt r^[l+sCjeZ(s)][-

SC
je

1 +
AsC

je

AsCj, +Asg^Tp +g^/Po +g

l^sl'2sCje +2sg„Tp +g„/Po +gmJ

(3.18)

The IIM3I depends on the magnitude of

[l+sCjeZi,(s) +sCjeZe(s)] ,

and hencethe differential-pair transconductance stagewithinductive degeneration is more

linear than that with resistive degeneration, which in turn is more linear than that with

capacitive degeneration. The IIM3I also dependson the magnitudeof

r 1^ sCjg -|
L *AsCj, +Asg^Xp +g„/Po +gm 2sCj, +2sg„Tp + +gJ 19)

where the
AsC,

je sC
je

AsCj^ +Asg^Xp +Sm/Po +Sm 2sCj^ +2sg„Xp +g^/Pg +g„ and '-r

terms come from the second-order interaction (BjB2) and the third-order nonlinearity

(BiBiBj) respectively. The term (3.19) is independent of the degeneration impedance

used, and typically dominated by the third-order nonlinearity. Hence, equation (3.18) can

be simplified to

IIM3I= Bf(s)-|[l+sCj,Z(s)]
2I3.

|Vsi^ (3.20)

Comparing equation (3.20) with equation (3.9) of the common-emitter transconduc

tance stage, we notice that the IIM3I of the differential-pair transconductance stage is at

least twice as large as that of the common-emitter transconductance stage with the same
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bias current and transconductance (in this case, A,(s) Bi(s)

Iq It
). This condition can

only be satisfied when degeneration is used. Without degeneration, common-emitter and

differential-pair transconductance stages cannot have the same bias current and transcon

ductance simultaneously. Without degeneration, we have i A,(s) B,(s)

Iq It
, and hence

the IIM3I of theconunon-emitter transconductance stage is twice as large as that of thedif

ferential-pair transconductance stage without degeneration.

Besides the driver stage, the differential switching stage (switching pair in single-

balanced mixer and switching quad in double-balanced mixer) of a mixer also contributes

IM3 products to the output of the mixer. Generally, the linearity of the switching stage

increases with theLO signal amplitude driving the switching stage because large LOsig

nal amplitudes reduce the duration when both sides of the switching stage are active.

When oneside of the switching stage is active, themixer is similar to a cascode amplifier,

and the cascode transistors contribute little nonlinearity. However, switching the base-

emitter junction capacitors (Cje) of the switching stage results in excessive current being

pumped into the common-emitter points of the switching stage through the Cje [11][12].

This phenomenon generates additional IM3 products. Therefore, the linearity of the

switching stage decreases with LO signal amplitude at very large LO signal amplitude lev

els.

Similarly, increasing the device size results in increased Cjg, which decreases the lin

earity of the switching stage. However, if the device sizes are too small (rb is large), exces-
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sivevoltage dropacross rt reduces the effective LO signal amplitude driving the switching

stage. Therefore, the size of the devices in the switching stageshould be small enough to

reduce Cjg, but large enough to reduce r^.

Both the driver stage and thedifferential switching stage contribute IM3 products to

the IF output of the mixer. When the device fj is much higher (more than 10 times) than

the LO frequency and reasonably large LO signal amplitude (> O.IV) is used to drive the

switching stage, the IM3 distortion of the mixer is dominated by the nonlinearity contribu

tionfrom the driver stage because the switching stagecan be switched veryrapidly and the

Cje can bekept small. On the other hand, the IM3 distortion ofthe mixer is typically dom

inated by the nonlinearity contribution from the switching stage when the device f-r is low,

relative to theLOfrequency. These two different cases aredemonstrated in the twodesign

examples presented in CHAPTER 4.

3.2 Class AB Behavior

Without resistive or DC feedback, the common-emitter transconductance stage

shown in Fig. 3.4 also exhibits a class AB behavior [8][13]. This phenomenon is caused

by the nonlinear characteristics of the active device (Q^ shown in Fig. 3.4) used, which is

can be either bipolar or field effect transistor. If the output current of the driver stage is

represented as

lout = Io + licos©t + l2cos2©t + l3cos3a)t+... , (3.21)

where In is the amplitude ofthe n'th harmonic, Iq is the average current and I|Cos©t is the

desired signal current. Inaclass Adesign (such asdifferential-pair transconductance stage
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with a constant tail current source shown in Fig. 3.2), the average current (Iq) is the same

as the bias current used in the design, and the signal current amplitude (Ij) has besmaller

than the bias current. As a result, the input 1dB compression point (P.idB) and gain

requirements set a lower limit on the bias current. On the other hand, the signal current

amplitude (li) in a class AB design can increase beyond thebiascurrent.

Fig. 3.7 shows the simulated (using HSPICE) signal current amplitude (Ij) and the

Current
(mA) 10

Signal Current

-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6

Current

Input Power (dBm)

Fig. 3.7. Simulated Output Currents of Class AB Transconductance Stage
versus Input Power

average current (Iq)of a the class AB transconductancestage (biased at a collector current

of 5.6mA) shown in Fig. 3.4 as a function of RF input power. The RF input signal is a

sinusoidal waveform at 900 MHz. The increase of signal current amplitude and average

current beyond the bias current is caused by the nonlinearities of the active device used.
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Fig. 3.8 shows the simulated output current waveform of the transconductance stagewith

Current
(mA)

Bias
Current

Average
Current

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

Time (ns)

Fig. 3.8. Simulated Output Current ofClass AB Transconductance Stage

a -3 dBm input signal applied toits RF input. Due tothe class AB phenomenon, the signal

current amplitude (II) and the average current increase to 16.7 mA and 14.4 mA respec

tively.

Unlike a class A design, which has to be biased with large current to handle large

input signal power, class AB design can be biased with smaller current because the signal

current amplitude (Ii) can increase beyond the bias current when the input signal power is

large. Thus, power is conserved ina class AB design when theinput signal power is small.

Atlarge input signal power levels, the signal current amplitude (Ij) ina class AB design is

larger than the average current (Iq). Therefore, class AB design is more power efficient

than class A design at both smalland largeinputpowerlevels.
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Fig. 3.9 shows simulated normalized transconductance (normalized to small-signal

-0.5

Normalized
GM(dB)

-2.5

-3.5

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10

Input Power (dBm)

Fig. 3.9. Normalized Transconductance of Class AB Transconductance
Stage versus Input Power

transconductance) of theclass AB transconductance stage as a function of RF input power.

Simulation shows that the driver stage has an input P.idB of 4 dBm. For a class A design

biased at the same collector current, the input P.idB would be less than -12dBm because

the signal current amplitude (Ij) has to be smaller than the bias current. Similarly, a class

A design with the same transconductance and input P.jjb would require a biascurrent of

more than 40 mA.

Due to theincrease inaverage (DC) current as input signal power increases, thepres

ence of DC (resistive) feedback in the common-emitter transconductance stage can sup

press the class AB behavior. Without any DCfeedback components, the transconductance
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ofthe class AB transconductance stage is not compressed, even atvery high input power

levels (> 10dBm). To avoid gain compression caused by the DC feedback, the bias resis

tors Rj and the parasitic resistor at the emitter of should be minimized. However, Rj

should be large enough to avoid significant loading at the RF input port, which would

cause impedance mismatch and noisefigure degradation.

The nonlinearity equations derived insection 3.1 can beused toexplain the class AB

behavior [10]. The Volterra Series method is effective in predicting distortion in weakly

nonlinear condition such asthe small-signal IM3 distortion (measured by third-order inter

cept point) which isdominated by the first three Volterra Series terms. When larger signals

are applied, more terms are needed in the series, and the derivation becomes cumbersome.

Nevertheless, the analysis of the weakly nonlinear condition, described in the previous

section, can provide insights into class AB behavior.

Gain compression under large-signal conditions is caused byall the odd-order terms

in the Volterra Series. Assuming that gain compression is dominated by the third-order

terms, the large-signal transconductance of the common-emitter transconductance stage

shown in Fig. 3.1 can be calculated by using the Volterra Series Coefficient A3(si,S2,S3)

from equation (3.5) and letting Sj =s, S2 = s, S3 = -s, where s is the signal frequency.

Hence, the normalized transconductance (normalized tosmall-signal transconductance) of

a common-emitter transconductance stage is given by
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|Gm| =
A,(s)V, +|A^(s,s,-s)V

A,(s)V3

3A3(s,s,-s) 2
4 A,(s) ^

1+aJ(s)A,(-s)^[1 +sCj,Z(s)]-
4Iq

A,(2s) 1
+-I [1+2sCjeZ(2s)]

2g m

Gain compression is caused by

-1 +
A,(0)

g m

(3.22)

a2, ^ f Ai(0) A,(2s) ] .Ai(s)A,(-s)^[l +sCj,Z(s)]]- 1+ + +2sCjeZ(2s)] , (3.23)
4Io I Sm J

within which ^- 1 +
Ai(0) Ai(2s) 1

+"2^—[1 +2sCjgZ(2s)] >has a negative sign because
g m

rAi(O) Ai(2s) ] .
] —[ 1+2sCjgZ(2s)] I" is typically less than 1. With resistive degeneration,
( om J

Ai(s) is mostly real, and hence the term (3.23) is mostly a negative real number, which

causes gain compression. On the other hand, the term (3.23) for the inductive degeneration

case is a complex number of which the imaginary part is not negligible. As a result, the

real part causes gain compression, but the imaginary part causes gain expansion (with

phase shift). Although both IIM3I and gain compression depend on s)"j
L Ai(s) J
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S gj-1
whereas the gain compression depends

[A3(s, s, -s)-|
—A — •Ai(s) J

Furthermore, the second-order interaction can be increased to cancel the third-order

nonlinearity partially in the inductive degeneration case by increasing the ^®rm-

Since this term depends on Rj as shown inequation (3.10), Rj should be kept smaller than

r„ of Qa in order to increase the second-order interaction (to reduce gain compression). In

other words, R] should be small enough to avoid suppressing the class AB behavior.

rAj(0)-j
Increasing the term also increases the average current. The increase in

L Sm J

average current under large signal condition is caused by all the even-order terms in the

Volterra Series. Assuming that the increase in average current is dominated by the second-

order term, the average current can be calculated by using the VolterraSeries Coefficient

A2(Si,S2) from equation (3.4) andletting Si = s, S2 = -s. Themagnitude of the average cur

rent is given by

l^ave Iq + iA,(0)A,(s)A,(-s)^
^ 21^

Vs (3.24)

which depends on the [Ai(0)] term. Fig. 3.10 shows the simulated (using HSPICE) and

analytical [using equation (3.24)] average current of the common-emitter transconduc-

tance stage shown in Fig. 3.4 as a function of RF inputpower. As expected, the deviation

between the analytical and simulated results increases as the RF input power increases
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Fig. 3.10. Average Current of Class AB Transconductance Stage versus
Input Power

because higher even-order terms in the Volterra Series expression become more signifi

cant.

3.3 Noise Performance

Both the driver stage and the differential switching stage (switching pair in single-

balanced mixer and switching quad in double-balanced mixer) contribute noise to the IF

output of the mixer. In this section, theanalytical noise figure equations forcommon-emit

ter and differential-pair transconductance stages are derived. The noise contribution from

thedifferential switching stage is discussed ina qualitative way. In a nonlinear circuit such

asmixer, noise at various frequencies can bemixed tothe IFand increase the noise figure

of the circuit.
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Fig. 3.11 shows the model used to derive the noise figure equation for a common-

'm

I jjqiQ/p r—

^ (p (p^q^Q

Fig. 3.11. Model of Common-Emitter Transconductance Stage

emitter transconductance stage which is biased at a collector current of Iq. The terms

(2qlQ/P) and (2qlQ) in Fig. 3.11 represent of base and collector shot noise generators

respectively. Rg is the source resistor. is the base-emitter impedance, which includes

Cb. Cje and r^. The base impedance Z5 includes r^ and the impedance of input matching

network. Zj^ is the input impedance of the transconductance stage. To avoid dealing with

correlation between the equivalent inputnoise voltage and current generators, the method

described in [11][14] is not used to derive the noise figure equation. Instead, the output

noise contribution from each noise generator is calculated, and the output noise power is

divided by the transconductance to obtain the input-referred noise power which is com

pared to thermal noise power generated by Rg. The noise figure (in linear scale) of the

common-emitter transconductance stage is given by

NF = l+N^ + Nb + Nj , (3.25)

where
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_ |Rs +Zb +Z, +z/
c ~ 2 '

2gmZ«Rs
2 . (3.26)

Sml^s ''' ^elNb = '2PR3 »

Real(Zu+ Z_)
N, = ^ , and (3.28)

_

Sm — \T »
Vt

where Nc, Nb and Nj are collector shot noise, base shot noise and thermal noise contribu

tionsrespectively. This equation neglects the effect of of Q^.

Thecollector shotnoise contribution canbe decreased by increasing g^, (orbiascur

rent). On the other hand, the base shot noise contribution increases with g^, (or bias cur

rent). Therefore, there exists an optimal bias current where the sum of collector and base

shot noise contributions is minimum. When is small, both the collector and base shot

noise contributions can be decreased by increasing Rg. As Rg becomes sufficiently large

and dominates the numerators of equations (3.26) and (3.27), both the collector and base

shot noise contributions increase with Rg since the numerators increase with the square of

Rs but the denominators increase linearly with R^. Therefore, there exists anoptimal Rg to

minimize the sum of collector and base shot noise contributions.

On the other hand, the thermal noise contribution decreases when Rg increases. To

reduce the thermal noise contribution from Qg, large device size is needed toreduce r^ and

parasitic emitter resistance. However, the increase in decreases the linearity of the
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transconductance stage, and increases feedback from collector tobase (this decreases gain

and make impedance matching difficult). The degeneration impedance Zg can be imple

mented by either resistors, inductors or capacitors. In contrast to resistive degeneration,

reactive (inductive or capacitive) degeneration does not introduce an additional source of

thermal noise.

The input impedance Zjj, of the common-emitter transconductance stage(Fig. 3.11)

is given by

^in ~ Sm^jc^e • (3.29)

This equation neglects the effect of C^ of Q^, which depends on the output load imped

ance. With inductive degeneration, the real part of Zi„ is supplied by [real(Z5) + gn^Zj^Zg],

where gn,Zjj is approximately equal to oOrLg (r„canbe ignored at high frequency). Imped

ance matching networks (discussed in section 2.6) may beneeded tomatch thereal partof

Zjn to the source resistance Rj. The imaginary part of Zj^ can be cancelled by setting

[imag(Zi,) + Zg + Z^] to zero. For stability reason, capacitive degeneration is typically

avoided since the (gn,Z„Zg) term is a negative real number if Zg is capacitive, and the real

partof Zjn may be negative (negative resistance may cause oscillation). If thenoise figure

of the common-emitter transconductance stage is dominated by the collector shot noise

contribution, the same condition for impedance matching minimizes the noise figure.

Thus, simultaneous noise and impedance matching can be achieved. This situation is not

possible when thedevice f^ is much higher (more than a factor of 10) than the input signal

frequency as the base shot noise contribution becomes significant. In the case of a com

mon-source FETtransconductance stage where the noise figure is dominated by the ther-
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mal noise (similar to collector shot noise in terms of the noise source location),

simultaneous noise and impedance matching is possible (if intrinsic gate resistance Rj

caused by distributedchannel effect can be ignored).

The gain of the transconductance stage should be maximized (by minimizing the

degeneration impedance Z^) to reduce the noise contribution from the switching stage.

However, linearity (IP3 and P.idB). current consumption and impedance matching require

ments set a lower limit on the degeneration impedance. If an input impedance-matching

network is used, high-Q components should be used to construct the matching network

because power loss through the matching network can degrade the NF of the transconduc

tance stage, and the loss resistance introduces an additional source of thermal noise.

For a differential-pair transconductance stage(Fig. 3.12)biased witha tail currentof

A
7-^in

Fig. 3.12. Model of Differential-Pair Transconductance Stage

2Ij, the noisefigure (in linearscale) and the inputimpedance are

NF = 1+ 2(Ng + Nj, + Nj) , and

Zin = 2(Zb + Z, + Z„+ g„Z„Z,)
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respectively, where N^, Nb and Nt are the same as those in equations (3.26), (3.27) and

It(3.28) respectively, and ——. As shown in equation (3.30), a differential-pair

transconductance stage has higher noise figure than a common-emitter transconductance

stage, since the former has more noise generators. Furthermore, the g^, of each device in

the differential-pair transconductance stage is lower than that in the common-emitter

transconductance stage with the same bias current because each device in the differential-

pair transconductance stageis biased with only halfof the tail current.

Fig. 3.13 shows a common-emitter transconductance stage using inductive degenera-

node X

Bias Circuit

Fig. 3.13. Common-Emitter Transconductance Stage with Bias Circuit

tion. The bias transistor forms acurrent mirror with the driver transistor Q^. By scaling

device sizes, can be biased with a collector current which is a multiple of Irep The

helper transistor Q4 is used to supply base current to to reduce the sensitivity of bias
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current with respect to Pq variation (due to process variation) of Qa- Noise from the bias

circuit and reference current source (Iref) ^ injected into the base of Qa, and

increases the noise figure of the transconductance stage. CapacitorC2 is used to attenuate

this noise from the bias circuit. It also helps to stabilize the bias circuit, which has a feed

back configuration. Although C2 does not filter the noise from Q4, the noise contribution

from Q4 is small since it is attenuated by the impedance-divider network formed by the

resistor Rx» Ri. and the impedance looking into the base of Qj in parallel with the source

resistance R^of the RF input source.

To exploit the class AB behavior discussed in section 3.1, thebiasresistor Ri needs

to be kept small. However, the current noise from Ri can be injected into the base of Q^,

and degrades the noise performance of the transconductance stageif a bypass capacitoris

placed at node X. Without a bypass capacitor at nodeX, the high-frequency impedance at

node X is large. Hence, the current noise from R] is not injected into the base of Q^.

Instead, the current noise is circulated within Rj. Therefore, it is undesirable to place a

bypass capacitor at nodeX. In this configuration. Rj should be largeenough to attenuate

the noise contribution from the bias circuit, but small enough to avoid suppressing the

class AB behavior.

The differential switchingstage (switchingpair in single-balanced mixer and switch

ing quad in double-balanced mixer) contributes noise to themixer output when both sides

of the switching stage are active [11]. When one side of the switching pair is active, the

mixer is similar to a cascode amplifier, and the cascode transistors contribute little noise.

Hence, a large LO signal amplitude is needed to reduce the duration when both sides of
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the switching stage are active. At large LO signal amplitude levels, when the LO signal

amplitude is increased by a factor of2 (6 dB), this transition duration is reduced by a fac

tor of 2 and hence the output noise power is reduced by a factor of 2 (3 dB). However, a

very large LO signal amplitude may decrease the linearity of the switching stage (dis

cussed in section 3.1). Large LO signal amplitudes alsodecrease the voltage headroom at

the mixer output. Another disadvantage of using large LO signal amplitudes is increased

power consumption.

In bipolar transistor technologies, differential LO signal amplitudes larger than

300mV are typically used to achieve a low mixer noise figure [8][13]. If the switching

stage is driven directly by an external LO,300mVof LOsignal amplitude is equivalent to

0 dBm of LO signal power. It might take up to 10 mA of bias current in an external LO

driver to supply this LO signal power. A LO buffer can be used to reduce the LO input

power requirement of the mixer [8][13]. If the LO is on the same die as the mixer, an LO

buffer is also needed to isolate the sensitive output nodes of the LO from the mixer (to

avoid LO pulling phenomenon). If the differential switching stageis implemented in FET

technologies, the switching stage needs to be driven by a large LO signal amplitude to

minimize its noise contribution. Thereason is that large LOsignal swing is needed to turn

off one side of the FET switching stage.

Reasonably large devices should be used to reduce the noise contribution from the

switching stage. Small also reduces the AC voltage drop across rt, which would

decrease the effective LO signal amplitude driving the switching devices. However, if the

Cje is too large (iflarge devices are used), the switching ofCjg would decrease the linearity
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of the mixer (discussed in section 3.1).

If the transconductance of the driver stage and its output noise power were constant

across all frequencies, the instantaneous-switching operation (multiplying the output noise

from thedriver stagewith square wave at LOfrequency) would increase the input-referred

noise contribution from the driver stage by afactor of j (or 3.9 dB) as illustrated in

Fig. 3.14 [11]. The LO and its harmonics (a square wave has no even harmonics) mix
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Fig. 3.14. LO Mixes Noise to the IF
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noise at various frequencies down to theIF. On theother hand, if the switching operation

is a sine wave, the input-referred noise contribution from the driver stage would be

increased by a factor of 2 (3 dB) due to mixing of the noise at the image frequency down

to theIF (an ideal sine wave has noharmonics). Forpractical switching operation (neither

square nor sine wave), noise contribution from the driver stage is increased by a factor

between 2and j .In this case, the overall input-referred noise power (in linear scale) of
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the mixer is given by

input-referred noise ofdriver stage x k + noise contribution from switching stage , (3.32)

where kis the noise mixing factor, which is between 2and j .

With inductive degeneration, the transconductance and output noise floor of the

driver stage decrease with frequency [15]. If high-side mixing (LO frequency higher than

RF) is used, the RF signal (andthe associated noise) has higher gain than the noise at the

image frequency. Also, noise at higher frequencies is attenuated by the degeneration

inductance. In this case, the mixing operation increases the input-referred noise power of

the driver stage by afactor of less than j .On the other hand, if low-side mixing (LO

frequency is lower than RF) is used, the mixing process increases the input-referred noise

power of the driver stage by afactor of more than j ,since noise at the image fre

quency has higher gain than the RF signal. The amount of reduction in the factor k of

equation (3.32) depends on the frequency difference between the RF and image frequen

cies. The larger thedifference, thesmaller the k factor becomes. Therefore, high-side mix

ing is suitable for the inductively degenerated driver stage. Furthermore, high IF helps to

reduce the noise figure of the mixer. For the same reason, low-side mixing is suitable for

the capacitively degenerated driver stage.

In both single-balanced and double-balanced mixers, the IF output can be taken

either single-endedly ordifferentially. Taking the output differentially increases the output

signal power and conversion gain of the mixers. Furthermore, taking the output differen-
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tially helps to reject the common-mode noise. In a double-balanced mixer, noise from the

tail current source (2It) at the IF can feedthrough to the IF output ports. This noise would

increase the IF output noise power of the mixer significantly if single-ended output is

taken. Since this noise is common-mode, it can be cancelled by taking the IF output differ

entially. If a differential IF filter is available, both of the IF output ports can be connected

directly to the input ports of the filter. On other hand, if the IF filter is single-ended, differ

ential-to-single-ended conversion is needed. This can be achieved by using either a trans

former or some kinds of narrow-band current-combining networks [16][17]. Alternatively,

a IF output buffer with differential inputs can be used.

In a single-balanced mixer, taking the IF output single-endedly would increase the

input-referred noise contribution from the driver stage by afactor of jj (or 6.9 dB)

if the output noise power of the driver stage were constant across all frequencies. Since

there is a DC component in the LO signal, noise from the driver stage at the IF can mix

with this DC component and increase the noise power at the IF output ports. If the driver

stage is inductivelydegenerated, it has high transconductanceand noise power at the IF. In

this case, taking the IF output single-endedly would increase the noise figure of the mixer

significantly. Therefore, the IF output of the single-balanced mixer has to be taken differ

entially (in this case, LO signal has no DC component) in order to minimize its noise fig

ure [8][13].

Since the RF signal has a DC component in a single-balanced mixer, noise from the

LO at the IF can mix with this DC component and increase the noisepower at the IF out

put port. Taking the mixer output differentially does not help to reduce this noise. There-
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fore, the LO signal should have low noise power atthe IF. IfaLO buffer isused, bandpass

or highpass load can be used at the output of the LO buffer to reduce its noise at the IF

[8][13]. On the other hand, double-balanced mixers reject noise from the LO at the IF,

since the RF signal has no DC component.

Using large LO signal amplitudes (>300 mV or -10 dBV) and a driver stage with

high transconductance, the driver stage typically contributes more noise than the switching

stage because the switching stage can be switched very rapidly (the duration when both

sides of the switching stage are active is reduced). This isparticularly true when a high fj

(relative to LO frequency) process is used. On the other hand, the noise contribution from

theswitching stage becomes significant in a low fj process because the r^Cn time constant

of the switching devices reduces the switchingspeed (increase the duration of the switch

ing transition). These two different cases are demonstrated in the design examples pre

sented in CHAPTER 4.

3.4 Desensitization Mechanisms by a Blocker
A blocker with large amplitude can desensitize a mixer via a number of mechanisms.

Firstly, a large blocker can reduce theconversion gain of a mixer with respect to the small

desired signal (discussed in section 2.3), and thus increase the noise contribution from the

IF stages. Thisgain-compression problem canbe alleviated by improving the linearity and

overload performance (P.ids) mixer. Furtherdesensitization may occur due to the

increased output noise power in thepresence of a large blocking signal [7][8]. A blockerat

10MHz awayfrom the RF is used below to illustrate this phenomenon.

In the common-emitter transconductance stage shown in Fig. 3.4, the blockercan be
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viewed as functioning as a secondLO signal (besides the desiredLO signal for downcon-

version) which mixes (due to even-order nonlinearities of Q^) low-frequency noise from

the bias circuit up to the RF [7]. For instance, the blocker at 10MHz away from the RF

mixeswith the noise fromthe bias circuitat 10MHz and shifts it to the RF. As a result, the

output noise powerof the transconductance stage is increased by the blocker. This is the

second desensitization mechanismby the blocker.

There are two commonly used methods to remove this low-frequency noise from

bias circuit. The first method is shown in Fig. 3.15. An RC filter is used to filter the low-

Bias
Rf
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Ri

^V\A- .Qi

RF ^

I

Fig. 3.15 Common-Emitter Transconductance Stagewith RC Filter

frequency noise from the bias circuit. The filter cutoff frequency (reciprocal of the RC

time constant) needs tobe much lower than 10 MHz if the blocker is 10 MHz away from

the RF. However, the bias resistors (Rf and Rj) need tobekept small to exploit the class

AB behavior of the transconductance stage. Hence, the capacitor Cf needs to have large

capacitance. Large capacitance can only be implemented by using an external component.

However, theRCfilter does not reject the low-frequency current noise from thebiasresis

tor R|.
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A better method using a low-frequency trap is shown in Fig. 3.16. The trap has low

jlc
Bias V\A-

RF —

Fig. 3.16 Common-Emitter Transconductance Stage with Low-Frequency
Trap

impedance at low frequency (10 MHz) to filter out the low-frequency noise from the bias

circuit. At low frequencies, the inductor Lj appears to beshort. Hence, capacitor Cj can

filter out the low-frequency noise from thebias circuit if it has low enough impedance. At

RF, the trap appears open (due to Lj) and does not affect the impedance matching. The

disadvantage of this method is that two external components are needed (instead of one

external component in the previous method).

The blocker can also mix with the internal noise (base and collector shot noise, and

r^ thermal noise) sources of and shift this low-frequency noise to the RF. Currently,

there is no known technique to filter thisnoise, since it is caused by the internal noise gen

erators.

In thedifferential-pair transconductance stage shown inFig. 3.17, thelow-frequency

noise from the bias circuit is common-mode. Hence, it can be suppressed by taking the

output differentially. Ontheother hand, noise from the tail current source (21^) at low fre-
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Fig. 3.17 Differential-Pair Transconductance Stage with Bias Circuit

quency can mix with the blocker, and move to the RF. The blocker can be viewed as a sec

ond LO signal driving the differential pair in a way similar to the way the desired LO

signal drives the switching stage of the mixer. To alleviate this problem, the tail current

source needs to have low noise at low frequency.

Fig. 3.18 shows the circuit topology of a typical current source. The low-frequency

I Rf
Bias—hAAA

Fig. 3.18 A Typical Current Source

noise from the bias circuit can besuppressed by using a RC filter with low enough cutoff

frequency. To suppress the low-frequency noise at 10 MHz, the cutoff frequency ofthe RC

filter should be much lower than 10 MHz. However, the internal noise sources (base and
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collector shotnoise, and thermal noise) of cannot be filtered by the RC filter, butcan

be attenuated by increasing thedegeneration resistor Rg. Therefore, the degeneration resis

tor Rg should be maximized, subjected to voltage headroom limitation.

Thethird desensitization mechanism by a blocker is known as thereciprocal mixing

phenomenon [18]. Once amplified by the driver stage of the mixer, the blocker mixes with

theLO phase noise, andshifts it to the IF. Forinstance, the blocker at 10MHz away from

the RF mixes with LO phase noise at 10MHz offset from the LO carrier. The input-

referred noise powerof the mixer caused by this reciprocal mixing phenomenon is given

by

Input-ReferredNoise Power= Input BlockerPower + LO Phase Noise, (3.33)

where the LO phase Noise is in (dBc/Hz) unit. The equation is independent of the mixer

topologies. Hence, the only way to reducethis noise is to reducethe blockerpowerand the

LO phase noise. For out-of-band blockers, the blocker power can be reduced by using RF

and image-rejection filters with greater stopband attenuation. Alternatively, the LO phase

noisecan be reduced. However, if theblockers are in-band, the RF and imagerejection fil

ters do not attenuate these blockers. In this case, the LO needs to have very low phase

noise. In many wireless applications which have to handle strong blockers, off-chip LO

may be needed for its superior phase-noise performance. If an LO buffer is included in the

mixerdesign, the LO buffer needs to havelownoiseto avoid increasing the phasenoise of

the LO signal at the output of the buffer.
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CHAPTER 4

Design Examples

The design and optimization techniques discussed in CHAPTER 3 are demonstrated

in two mixer design examples in this chapter. Two monolithic RF downconversion mixers

have been fabricated, packaged and characterized. Section4.1 presents a class AB mono

lithic mixer for 900 MHz applications [8]. The design is implemented in a 25 GHz fj

bipolar process. Section 4.2 presents a 2.4GHz monolithic mixer for wireless LAN appli

cations [13]. The design is implemented in a Ipm BiCMOS process with 13 GHz bipolar

transistors. The major difference between the two designs is the ratio ofdevice fp tosignal

frequency. Sections 4.3,4.4 and4.5 discuss how the techniques can be applied to otherRF

building blocks, such as the low-noise amplifiers (LNA) and poweramplifiers (PA).

4.1 A Monolithic Mixer for 900 MHz Applications
In this section, a class AB downconversion mixer for 900MHz applications is pre

sented [8]. The mixer is designed to operate with a differential IF filter with input resis

tance of IkQ The single-balanced topology shown in Fig. 1.2is used in the design for its

superior noise performance. Thedriver stage is inductively degenerated to exploit the class

AB behavior discussed in section 3.2.

As shown in equation (2.2), the LNA needs to have sufficient powergain to reduce

the noise contribution from the mixer. Hence, a mixer with low noise figure (NF) is highly

desirable in order to relax the gain requirement of the LNA. Most of the low-noise active
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mixers (in silicon technologies) currently available have a single-sideband noise figure

greater than 10 dB. The goal of this design is to obtain a mixer with significantly lower

noise figure, without sacrificing linearity. Furthermore, the downconversion mixer should

provide sufficient powergain to compensate for the IF filter loss, and to reduce the noise

contribution from the IF stages. Typically, a power gain greater than 5 dB is desirable.

However, this gain should not be too large, since saturation at the IFoutput port may limit

the 1dB compression point (P.idB)-

- As discussed in section 2.3, a strong blocker can overload a mixer and cause gain

compression of the small desired signal if the mixer does not have sufficiently high input

P.ldB- In some applications, a blocker as strong as -5dBm can appear at the input of the

mixer. In order to avoid increasing the noise contribution from the IF stages significantly,

this blocker should not reduce the gain of the mixer with respect to the small desired sig

nalby more than 1dB.Hence, an input P.jdB specification greater than -5 dBm(-3 dBmis

used in this design toprovide 2 dB margin) for the mixer isused asa starting point forthis

design. In the actual design, SPICE simulation is used to verify that the gain compression

of the small desired signal in the presence of a -5 dBm blocker is less than 1 dB. The

actual value of P.idB is not the true design criterion.

Thebasic topology of theclass AB mixer is shown in Fig. 4.1. It comprises a com

mon-emitter driver stage (Qj) and a differential switching pair (Q2 and Q3). To improve

the linearity of theconunon-emitter driver stage, it is degenerated by bond wires in series

with package pins (modeled as a high-Q inductor Lg), instead of a resistor. Asdiscussed in

sections 3.1, inductive degeneration ismore power efficient than both resistive and capaci-
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Fig. 4.1. Class AB Mixer

tive degeneration (with the same transconductance and linearity). As discussed in section

3.3, inductive degeneration has betternoiseperformance than resistive degeneration since

the degeneration inductor does not introduce an additional source of noise. To reduce the

noise contribution from Qi, a large device with small base resistance (r^ ~ 30) is used.

The bias current is also optimized to reduce the sum of base and collector shot noise con

tributions. Ideally, the gain of the driver stage should be maximized (by minimizing the

degeneration inductance Lg) to minimize the noise contribution from the switching pair.

However, linearity (third-order intermodulation and spurious response) and head room

(which affects P.ids) considerations set the lower limiton the degeneration inductance.
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The bias transistor Q4 forms a current mirror with the driver transistor Qj.The refer

ence current Irep (0.6 mA) is supplied by a PTAT (proportional to absolute temperature)

current source from an on-chip bias-current generator. The total emitter size ofQi is a fac

tor of 9 larger than thatof Q4. This allows transistor Qj to be biased at a collector current

of5.6 mA («9 X0.6mA). The helper transistor Q5 isused tosupply base current to Qj to

reduce the sensitivity of biascurrent with respect to po variation (due to process variation)

ofQi.

Capacitor C2 is a bypass capacitor used to prevent bias-circuit noise from entering

thebaseof Qj (this is a mistake as discussed in section 3.3). Series tuning between C2 and

a bond wire (L2) provides an AC ground at the RF (900 MHz). The impedance looking

into the base of Qj [from equation (3.29)] is given by

27tfTLe +rb +sL^ +^ , (4.1)

where fx is the unity current-gain frequency ofQi, and C„is the total base-emitter capaci

tance ofQi. This equation neglects the effect ofcollector-base junction capacitance (C^)

and the base-emitter resistance (r„) of Q]. Theparallel combination between the real part

of this equation and the resistance of Rj (150Q) provides 50Q for impedance matching.

The imaginary part of this equation is cancelled by the reactance of the bond wire Lj in

series with the external DC blocking capacitor Cj.

Capacitor C7 is used to stabilize the bias circuit, which uses a feedback configura

tion. It also helps to filter noise from the reference current iRgp. The external capacitor C3
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and inductor L3form a low-frequency trap used to suppress the low-frequency noise from

the biascircuit. This is to alleviate the desensitization effect by a strongblocker(discussed

in section 3.4). The input resistance of the differential IF filter is modeled by R2 (IkQ).

Resistors R5 and R5 (R5 + R^= R2) are used to match the input impedance of the IF filter.

The common-emitterdriver stage with inductive degeneration exhibits the class AB

behavior described in section 3.2. To avoid gain compression caused by DC feedback,

resistor Rj andparasitic resistance at theemitter of Qi (re) should beminimized. However,

Ri should be large enough to avoid significant loading at the RF input port, which would

cause impedance mismatch and noise-figure degradation. Considering the trade-offs

between P.idB andnoise figure, theresistance value of Rj is chosen to be 150Q.

For a mixer with 5 dB of power gain, a -3 dBm RF inputsignal produces 2 dBm of

IF output power. The signal current amplitude required to drive 2 dBm of power into the

Ikn IF filterresistor (R2) is 1.78 mA. In a class A design (as in the case of a differential-

pair driverstage withconstant tail current source), the biascurrentrequired is

1.78mA X7CX 2 = 11.2mA . (4.2)

The n factor is caused by the current lost in theswitching (mixing) operation. The factor

of 2 is caused by half of the current being lost in the filter-matching resistor (R3 and R4).

Ontheother hand, a class AB mixer canbe biased at a much lower quiescent current level.

In this design, Qi is biased at a collector current of 5.6 mA. Fig. 3.7 shows the simulated

signal current amplitude and average current of the driver stage as a function of RF input

power. Simulation shows that, due to the class AB behavior, the signal current amplitude

and average current of Qj increase to 16.8 mA and 14.4 mA respectively when a -3 dBm
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sinusoidal signal is applied to its input. Fig. 3.8 shows the simulated output current wave

form of the driver stage.

To further investigate the effect of class AB behavior on gain compression under

blocking conditions, asmall signal and a large blocker are applied to the input ofthe driver

stage. Fig. 4.2 shows the normalized transconductances (normalized to the small-sig-

Normalized

Gm (dB)

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10

Blocker Input Power (dBm)

Fig. 4.2. Normalized Transconductance versus Blocker Input Power

nal transconductance) of these two signals, as a function of the blocker input power. Due

to the class AB behavior, the driver stage has an input P.idg of about 4 dBm. With a

-5dBm blocker, the transconductance of the small desired signal is compressed by only

0.5 dB.

In this mixer design, gain compression is not dominated by the nonlinearities in the
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transfer function of the driver stage, but dominated by saturation of Q2and Q3 caused by

large signal swings at the IF output port. With 2 dBm of IF output power across the Ikfl

differential load resistor R2, the resulting differential output signal amplitude is 1.78V

(0.89V at each IF output terminal). Hence, sufficienthead room is required at the collec

tors of Q2 andQ3 to avoid limiting the IF output swings. In this design, inductors L5 and

L5are used to bias the collectors of Q2 and Q3 to the powersupply voltage. The bases of

Q2 and Q3 arebiased at 1.IV below thepower supply voltage. Assuming thatbipolar tran

sistors saturate at a base-collector voltage of about 0.4V (conservative estimate), this

allows a 0.6V (=1.1V+0.4V-0.9V) head room for LO swing to drive the bases of Q2 and

Q3, and high-frequency feedthrough signals at the IF outputterminals, as well as bias volt

age shift caused by component variations.

Single-balanced mixers do not reject LO and RF feedthrough at the IF output port.

Normally, this is not a problem, sincethe IF filter has highenough stopband attenuation to

filter out unwanted signals at both LO and RF frequencies (and their harmonics). How

ever, this high-frequency feedthrough signals can produce large signal swings at the IF

output port of the mixer, and degrade the P.ijb and the spurious performance of the mixer.

Capacitors C5 and Cg are used to attenuate the LO and RF feedthrough signals without

affecting thedesired IF signal. TheLCtanks, L5C5 and LgCg, aretuned at theIF.

High-side mixing (LO frequency is higher than theRF) is used toconvert theRFsig

nal down to the IF. Asdiscussed in section 3.3, high-side mixing (as opposed to low-side

mixing) reduces the noise contribution from the driver stage, since it is inductively degen-
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erated. Taking the IF output differentially (using a differential IF filter) helpsto cancelthe

common-mode IF noise (discussed in section 3.3) from the driverstage.

The differential switchingpair should be driven by a large LO signal to minimize its

noise contribution (discussed in section 3.3). Fig. 4.3 shows the simulated noise figure

10.5

Noise Figure 8.5
(dB)

-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8

LO Amplitude (dBV)

Fig. 4.3. Mixer Noise Figure versus LO Signal Amplitude

(NF) of the mixer (LO buffer is not included) as function of differential LO signal ampli

tude. For LO signal amplitudes above or 0.3V or -10 dBV (1V = 0 dBV), the noise figure

of the mixer decreases slowly as the LO signal amplitude increases because the overall

input-referred noise power is dominated by the noise contribution from the driver stage.

Linearity, head room, LO feedthrough and power consumption considerations set the

upper limit on the LO signal amplitude. A very large LO signal amplitude decreases the

linearity (discussed in section 3.1), reduces the head room at the collectors of Q2 and Q3,
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and increases the LO feedthrough to the RF input port (through of Qj). Another disad

vantage of using a largeLO signal amplitude is that large power consumption is required.

Considering the trade-offs between noise figure and other performance parameters

mentioned above, a differential LO signal amplitude of -10 dBV (630mVpeak-to-peak) is

used in this design to drive the differential switching pair. Using this LO signalamplitude

and devices with high f-p (~ 20 GHz), the switching pair is switchedvery rapidly, and thus

generates relatively little noise and IM3 distortion at the mixer output port [11][12]. Rea

sonably large devices for the switching pair are used to reduce the r|, noise contribution.

However, if the base-emitter junction capacitance (Cjg) is too large, the switching ofCjg

can degrade the linearity (discussed in section 3.1). With proper choices of LO signal

amplitude and device sizes in this design, the noise and nonlinearity contributions from

the switching pair are small relative to those from the driver stage. In other words, noise

and linearity performance of this design is dominated by that of the driverstage.

If the differential switching pair were driven directly by an external LO, 0 dBm of

LO signal power would be required. In the absence of an on-chip LO buffer, it might take

up to 10mA of bias current in an external LO driver to supply this LO signal power.

Hence, a LO buffer with a voltage gain of 10dB is included in this design to reduce the

LO input power requirement to -10dBm. Fig. 4.4 shows the basic topology of the LO

buffer. One side of thedifferential switching pair (Qu and Q12) accepts theLO input sig

nal, while the other side is AC grounded by series tuning between capacitor C9 and a bond

wire (L9). Resistor R5 is used for impedance matching. The output terminals (L0+ and

L0-) of the LO buffer are connected directly (without coupling capacitors or level-shifting
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circuitries) to bases of thedifferential switching pair(Q2 and Q3) of themixer. Resistor R9

is used for level shifting to match the DC level of the bufferoutput terminals to the bases

of the switching pair (Q2and Q3). The noise contribution from the LO buffer is minimized

by using large devices (small rt) for the differential pair (Qu and Q12), and using a low-

noise current source (discussed in section 3.4). Further reduction of the LO input power

requirement (by increasing the gain of the LO buffer) is not desirable because the LO

buffer would become very noisy. Likethe switching pair (Q2 andQ3) in the mixer, the dif

ferential pair (Qll and Q12) contributes noise to the output of the LO buffer when both

transistors are active.

For a single-balanced design, the noisefromthe LO bufferat the IF can feed through

to the IF output port (discussed in section 3.3). Hence, on-chip spiral inductors Lu and
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Li2 (low impedance at the IF) are used at the output of the LO buffer to remove this noise.

Capacitors Cj i and C12 are used for parallel tuningwith the inductors at the LO frequency

in order to increase the load impedance at the output terminals of the LO buffer. This

increases LO signal amplitude at the buffer output without consuming additional bias cur

rent.

The classAB mixeris implemented in a bipolarprocess with peak npn fj of 25 GHz.

Fig. 4.5 shows the die micrograph. The bonding pads are electrostatic discharge (ESD)
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Fig. 4.5. Chip Micrograph

protected and the die is housed in a 32-pin plastic Thin Quad Flat Package (TQFP) for
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prototyping. Transistor Qj is placed close to the bonding pads to which the bond wires

used for degeneration are connected. This is to minimize the parasitic capacitance and

resistance at the emitter of Qj. The two inductors (Ln and L12) at the output of the LO

buffer are implemented by on-chip spiral inductors as shown in Fig. 4.5. Substrate con

tacts are placed far awayfrom the spiral inductors to reduce subtract loss in the inductors.

The degeneration inductor Lg (~ 2.4nH) is implemented by using two adjacent pins

and bond wires in parallel. The LO input pin and the AC ground pin (L9) ofthe LO buffer

(located on the lower side in Fig. 4.5) is perpendicular to the RF pin (located on the left

side in Fig. 4.5) and IF pins (located on the right side in Fig. 4.5) to reduce the inductive

coupling ofthe LO signal tothe RF and IFports. The LO input pin and the AC ground pin

(L9) of the LO buffer are placed next to each other to minimize the cross-sectional area of

the resulting current loop. This technique minimizes the pin inductance and reduces mag

netic radiation from the current loop. The same technique is also applied to the RF input

pin (Li) and the ground pin (L2) for the bypass capacitor C2. The RF input pin (Lj) is

placed far away from the emitter pin (Lg) of the driver stage. Mutual coupling between

these two pins affects impedance matching of the RF input port. The two IFoutput pins

are placed next to each other on the opposite side of the package from the RF input pin

(Li). The supply and ground pins for the bias circuit are placed on the fourth side (top side

in Fig. 4.5) of the package.

Table 4.1 summarizes thesimulation (using TekSpice) andmeasurement results. The

noise figure is simulated (using harmonic balance simulator in MDS from HP) without

BSD and package models. The measurements were performed at 25°C with a 3V supply.
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Table 4.1 Performance Summary

Parameters Simulations Measurements

Power Supply 2.7Vto5V 2.7V to 5V

Current Consumption 11.4 mA 10.1 mA

LO Input Power -10 dBm -10 dBm

Conversion Gain (Power) 7.7 dB 7.5 dB

Gain Variation (@-10 dBm Blocker) -0.4 dB -0.25 dB

Gain Variation (@-5 dBm Blocker) -0.6 dB -0.2 dB

Gain Variation (+/- 20 MHz) +/-0.2dB +/- 0.25 dB

Input Third-Order Intercept Point 4.5 dBm 2.5 dBm

Input IdB compression point -0.5 dBm -1.5 dBm

Single-Sideband(SSB) Noise Figure 6.9 dB 7.5 dB

SSB Noise Figure (@-10 dBm blocker) 12.3 dB 12.1 dB

SSB Noise Figure (@-5 dBm blocker) 16.6 dB 16.7 dB

LO-to-RF Feedthrough -44.8 dBm -47.5 dBm

The RF, LO and IFfrequencies used are 900 MHz, 1150 MHz, and 250 MHz respectively.

The LO input signal power used is -10 dBm. The input return loss of the RFport is less

than -14 dB (600 MHz to 1.5 GHz), using only one off-chip blocking capacitor (Cj) for

impedance matching. The design achieves an input IP3 of 2.5 dBm. Simulation (using

HSPICE) predicts an input IP3 of 3.3 dBm (the result from HSPICE seems to be more

accurate than that from TekSpice). Ignoring the IM3 contribution from the switching pair,

equation (3.6) predicts an input IP3 of3.6 dBm. Ignoring ofQi inthe analysis does not

introduce significant error.

With -5 dBm and -10 dBm blockers (at 890 MHz) applied to the RF input port, the

current consumption of the whole mixer (including LO buffer) increases to 14.6mA and

11.4 mA respectively. Equation (3.24) predicts average currents of 15.6 mA and 11.8 mA

respectively. Due to the class AB behavior ofQj, the input IdB compression point (P.idfi)
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and the input third-order intercept point (IP3) differ by less than the theoretical value

(weak nonlinear condition) of 9.6 dB. To achieve a comparable in a conventional

classA mixer would require much higher current consumption.

A single-sideband noise figure of 7.5 dB is achieved in this design. When the LO

input signal power is increased to -5 dBm, thenoise figure is improved to 6.9dB. As dis

cussed in the section 3.4, a strong blocker can desensitize a mixer and increase its noise

figure. With -5 dBm and -10dBm blockers (at890 MHz) applied in theRFinput port, the

noise figures increase to 16.7dB and 12.1 dB respectively. However, the blockers com

press the gain of the mixerwith respectto small signalby less than 0.25 dB.

Fig. 4.6 shows the experimental setup used to measure the mixer noise figure under

Mixer
Under Test

Generator

Image
Rejection —H

Filter

IF Wideband
Filter Amplifier

> f

Spectrum
Analyzer

Fig. 4.6. Noise Measurement under Blocking Condition

the blocking conditions. The signal generator is used to apply the blocker at 890 MHz.

The image-rejection filter is needed for single-sideband noise figure measurement. The IF

filter is used to filter out the blocker (at 260 MHz after being mixed down) to prevent it

from desensitizing the wideband amplifier and spectrum analyzer. The wideband amplifier

(which has 24dB gain) isused to increase thesensitivity of the spectrum analyzer. A good
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spectrum analyzer has a noise floor of about -150 dBm/Hz. The output noise power from

this setup should be much larger than that of the spectrum analyzer so that it can be dis

played on the spectrum analyzer. To calculate the noise figure of the mixer under the

blocking conditions, the noise contributions from the image rejection filter, the IF filter,

the wideband amplifier and the spectrum analyzer have to be subtracted.

To obtain the noise figure under each blocker condition, three measurements are

needed. The first measurement measures the output noise power (Nj) of the experimental

setup without the downconversion mixer. The second measurement measures the output

noise power (N2) of the experimental setup with the downconversion mixer. The third

measurementmeasures the output noise power (N3) of the experimental setup with down-

conversion mixer under the blocking condition. Combining these three measurement val

ues, the blocker is found to increase the output noise power of the mixer by a factor of

rNs-NjN
-N J' ihe small-signal noise figure (from noise-figure meter measurement)

of the mixer, the noise figure (NFg) under the blocking condition is given by

rN3-Ni\NFb =1+(NF- 1) X j/Gc (4.3)

where is NFb NF are in linear scale, and is the gain compression of small signal

(e.g.: 0.955 with -5 dBm blocker) under the blocking condition.

4.2 A Monolithic Mixer for Wireless LAN Applications
The rapid growth of wireless communication services has now been extended to

higher frequencies, such as the 2.4 GHz band. Together with the demand for low cost and
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low power, this increase in frequency presents a challenge to RF circuit designers to find

low-cost solutions for the realization of high-frequency receivers using plastic packages

and high-volume silicon technologies. In this section, a 2.4 GHz monolithic mixer for

wireless LAN applications is presented [13]. Single-balanced topology (Fig. 1.2) is used

to exploit the class AB behavior and to reduce the number of noise sources.

The downconversion mixer is required to have low noise figure to reduce the gain

requirement of the LNA. This design is implemented in a 1pm BiCMOS process with

peak npn fj of 13 GHz and CMOS effective channel length (Le^) of0.8 pm. It is very dif

ficult to obtain high gain in one-stage LNA design in this process. Since the LNA cannot

provide high gain, the downconversion mixer needs to provide some conversion gain to

reduce the noise contribution from the IF stages.

Thebasic topology of themixer is shown in Fig. 4.7. It comprises a common-emitter

driver stage (Qj) and a differential switching pair (Q2 and Q3). The linearity of the com

mon-emitter driver stage is increased by the use of degeneration provided by the inductor

Lg (implemented bybond wires in series with package pins). As discussed in sections 3.1

and 3.3, inductive degeneration is superior in linearity to both resistive and capacitive

degeneration, and in noise performance to resistive degeneration. Toreduce the noisecon

tribution from Qi, a large device with small base resistance (rb) is used. However, the

increase in base-collector junction capacitor (C^^) ofQj decreases linearity, and increases

feedback from collector to base (this reduces gain and makes impedance matching diffi

cult). The gain of the driver stage should be maximized (by minimizing the bond-wire

inductance of Lg) to reduce the noise contribution from the switching pair. However, the
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impedance-matching requirement sets a lower limit on the value of the degeneration

inductance. The impedance looking into the baseof Qj [from equation (3.29)] is

2jtfTL. +rb +sLj +^ ,
SL.JJ

(4.4)

where fj is the unity current-gain frequency ofQj, and C„is thetotal base-emitter capaci

tance. This equation neglects the effect of C^. The (27rfTLe + r^,) term should be made

large enough for impedance matching. The imaginary part of this equation is cancelled by

thebond wire Lj in series with theexternal blocking capacitor Cj.

Capacitor C7 is a bypass capacitor used to prevent noise of the bias circuit from

entering the base of Qj. It also helps to stabilize the bias circuit. As discussed in section
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3.3, it is undesirable to place a bypass capacitor at node X. Although placing a bypass

capacitor at node X can help to filter noise from the bias circuit, the noise contribution

from Rj (which needs to be small to exploit the class AB behavior discussed in section

3.2) becomes significant (increase NF of driver stage by 0.8 dB and NF of the mixer by

1.2 dB), as a result of low impedance at node X. Since node X has high impedance at the

RF, smallRi does not affect impedance matching at the RF inputport.

This common-emitter driver stage with inductive degeneration exhibits a class AB

behavior as described insection 3.2. Fig. 4.8 shows thesimulated signal current amplitude

Current 7
(mA)

Signal Current
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verage Current
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Fig. 4.8. Simulated Output Currents of Class AB Transconductance Stage
versus Input Power

and average current of the class AB driver stage as a function of RF input power. Simula

tionshows thatthe driver stage biased at a collector current of 4 mAhas an input of
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0 dBm. As discussed in section 3.2, the presence of DC (resistive) feedback in the com

mon-emitter driver stage can suppresses the class AB behavior. To avoid gain compression

caused by the DC feedback, resistors Rj (node X has low impedance at low-frequency)

and the resistance at the emitter of Qj should be minimized. However, Rj should be large

enough to attenuate the noise contribution from the bias circuit. A resistance value of

2CX)Ci is used for Rj asa compromise between noise figure and P.idB-

The nonlinearbehaviorof this mixer is dominated by that of the differential switch

ing pair (Q2 and Q3) caused by the large Cje ofthe switching devices used. The fj of the

switching devices (Q2 and Q3) is less than a factor of 4 higher than theLOfrequency. On

the other hand, the linearity of the common-emitter driver stage is very good at high fre

quency because the degeneration impedance (jmLg) increases with frequency.

Thedifferential switching pair (Q2 and Q3) should be driven bya large LOsignal to

minimize its noise contribution (discussed in section 3.3). Fig. 4.9 shows the simulated

noise figure (NF) of the mixer (LO buffer not included) as a function of differential LO

signal amplitude. However, a very large LO signal amplitude would decrease the linearity

of the mixer as discussed in section 3.1. Fig. 4.10 shows the simulated input third-order

intercept point (IP3) of the mixer as a function of differential LO signal amplitude. When

the LO signal amplitude is small, the input IP3 increases with LO signal amplitude. How

ever, when the LO signal amplitude exceeds -6dBV, the input IP3 decreases with LO sig

nal amplitude. For the same reason, the device sizes should be kept small to reduce the Cjg.

On the other hand, reasonably large devices should be used toreduce the r^ noise contribu-
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Fig. 4.9. Simulated Mixer NoiseFigureversus LO SignalAmplitude

tion and the voltage drop across r^ (reduce the effective LO signal amplitude driving the

switching pair). Large LO amplitudes also increase power consumption and LO

feedthrough, as well as decreasing head room at the collectors of Q2 and Q3. Considering

the trade-off among noise figure, linearity and power consumption, a differential LO

amplitude of 0.4V or -8 dBV is used in this design.

As discussed in section 3.3, single-balanced mixers do not reject noise from the

driver stage at the IF. Since the driver stage has high gain at the IF (due to the inductive

degeneration), the output noisepower of the mixer would increase significantly if single-

endedoutputwere taken. Thiscommon-mode noisecan be suppressed by eithertaking the

IF outputs differentiallyor performing differential to single-ended conversion. Since most
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Fig. 4.10. SimulatedMixer Input IP3 versus LO Signal Amplitude

IF filters are single-ended, the current combinernetwork [16] shownin Fig. 4.11 is used to

A A

L4 >R4

u

IF

IF-1 IF+

Fig. 4.11. Current Combiner Network

perform thedifferential to single-ended conversion. Capacitor C3 and inductor L3 resonate
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partially ' .,F

added in phase to the signal current IF+. CapacitorC4 (= C3)is used to cancel the residual

reactance caused by partial resonance between C3and L3. C3and C4are implemented by

monolithic MOS capacitors. Dueto the large inductance, L3 is implemented externally. L4

is an external AC choke used to bias thecollectors of Q2 and Q3 to thepower supply volt

age, while R4defines the output resistance at the IF port. This implementation is lower in

cost thana transformer. The dualof thisnetwork (C3 andC4 are replaced by inductors, and

L3 is replaced by a capacitor) is not suitable for this design because a single-balanced

mixer does not reject LO and RFfeedthrough at theIF output port, and hence thecapaci

tors C3 andC4 are needed to attenuate these high-frequency feedthrough signals.

If the switching pair were driven directly by an external LO, 2 dBm of LO signal

power would be required. To reduce the power consumption of the external LO, a LO

bufferwith a voltage gainof 12dB is included in the design. Fig. 4.12 shows the basiccir

cuit topology of the LO buffer. The output terminals (L0+ and L0-) of the LO buffer are

connected directly to the bases of the differential switching pair (Q2 and Q3) of the mixer.

Resistor R9 is used for level shifting to match the DC level of the output terminals of the

buffer to the bases of the switching pair. One side of the differential pair (Qu and Q12)

accepts theLOinput signal, while theother side is AC grounded byseries tuning between

capacitor C9 (external capacitor for good AC ground) and a bond wire L9. Since thediffer

ential pair (Qu and Q12) is not degenerated, the impedance looking into the base of Q5

(due to large C,j) is too low for impedance matching. The fj ofthe devices (Qi j and Q12)
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Bond Wires: Lg

On-Chip Inductors: L5, Lj j, L12 V V

L0+

Fig.4.12. LO Buffer

is only a factor of 3 higher than the LO frequency. An integrated spiral inductor L5 is

needed to provide tuning with the of Q5 and Qg. Resistor R5 is used to define the input

resistance at the LO inputport for impedance matching.

Fora single-balanced design, the noise from the LO buffer at the IFcanfeedthrough

to the IFoutput port (discussed insection 3.3). Hence, integrated spiral inductors Lu and

Li2 (low impedanceat the IF) are used at the output of the LO buffer to remove this noise.

The inductors also provide tuning with the input capacitance of thedifferential switching

pair (Q2 and Q3) toreduce the bias current requirement of the LO buffer. Since the capac

itance at thebases of Q2 and Q3 is nonlinear, the LOsignal at theoutput of theLObuffer

becomes highly distorted without the linear capacitors Cjj and C12. This LO signal distor-
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tion tends to decrease the linearity of the mixer. Charges stored in the linear capacitors

smooth out the LO waveform transition at the buffer output. The value of Cu and C12

should be much larger than C„ ofQ2 and Q3 to reduce this LO signal distortion. The upper

limit is setbycurrent consumption and the QofLu and Lj2.

The mixer is implemented in a 1pm BiCMOS process with peak npn fj of 13 GHz

and CMOS L^ff of 0.8 pm. The CMOS devices are not used in the active circuits. PMOS

devices, instead of pnp bipolar devices, are used to implement the upper current mirrors.

Fig. 4.13 shows the die micrograph. The bonding pads are electrostatic discharge (BSD)

protected and the die is housed in a 20-pin plastic Shrink Small Outline Package (SSOP).

The BSD buses are routed at the perimeter (outside bonding pads) of the die to avoid

crossing with the signal lines. This reduces the lengths of the signal buses connecting the

active circuits to the bonding pads, and the mutual coupling among the signal buses

through the BSD buses. Transistor Qi is placed close to the bonding pads to which the

bond wires used fordegeneration are connected. This is to minimize parasitic capacitance

and resistance at the emitter of Qj. To further minimize the routing distance of high-fre

quency signals, the mixer and LO buffer are placed next to their corresponding bonding

pads. The differential LO signal buses from the output terminals of the LO buffer are

routed next toeach other to reduce coupling ofLO signal toother circuits. This technique

is also appliedto the differential IF busesat the outputof the mixer.

The degeneration inductor L^ is implemented by three adjacent bond wires and pins

in parallel. The LO pin and the AC ground pin (L9) of the LO buffer are placed next to

each other (on the bottom side in Fig. 4.13) to minimize the cross-sectional area of the
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Fig. 4.13. Chip Micrograph

resulting current loop. The two LO bufferpins and the two IF pins are placed on the oppo

site side (top side in Fig. 4.13) of the packagefrom the RF pin and the emitter-degenera

tion pins (bottom side in Fig. 4.13) to minimize coupling. This helps to reduce LO-to-RF

feedthrough. On the other, LO-to-IF feedthrough does not cause major problem since



there are capacitors at the IF output port to attenuate the high-frequency feedthrough sig

nals.

The simulated (using HSPICE) and measured performance of the mixer is summa

rized in Table 4.1.Themeasurements were performed at 25°C with a 3Vsupply, using LO

Table 4.1 Performance Summary

Parameters Simulations Measurements

Power Supply 2.7V to 5.5V 2.7V to 5.5V

Current Consumption 8 mA 7.9 mA

Conversion Gain (Power) 4dB 4.5 dB

Input Third-Order Intercept Point 2.5 dBm 1 dBm

Input IdB Compression Point -5 dBm -7.5 dBm

Single-Sideband Noise Figure 10.8 dB 10 dB

LO-to-RF Feedthrough -30 dBc -28 dBc

signal power of -8 dBm. Since the LC tank at the output of the LO buffer is tuned to a

slightly lower frequency (due to parasitic capacitance), a higher LO signal power than the

simulated value is needed. The RF, LO and IF frequencies used are 2.4 GHz,2.6 GHz and

200 MHz respectively. The input IP3 was measured with two RFtones of 1MHz spacing.

The design consumes total current of about 8 mA, where 4 mA, 3 mA and 1 mA are con

sumed by the mixer core, the LO buffer and the bias circuit respectively. The average cur

rent of the whole design increases to 10.3 mA when -7.5 dBm of signal power is applied

to theRF input port. If this were a class A design, the mixer core would require 6 mA of

bias current to have -8 dBm of input P.idB-

The difference in linearity performance (IP3 and P.ids) between simulation and

measurement is mainly caused by the imperfect device models used in the simulation. For
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instance, bipolardevice characteristics in the saturation region (or at the edge of saturation

region) is not simulated well by the device models. Furthermore, the bipolardevices are

characterized at lowfrequency usinglumpcircuitmodels. Distributed RC effects (distrib

uted rb, C„, and C^) within the devices are not simulated. Substrate-coupling effects,

which is difficult to model, increasethe gap between simulation and measurement results.

4.3 Low-Noise Amplifier
The applications of the design and optimization techniques presented in CHAPTER

3 have been demonstrated in the two mixer examples presented in the previous sections.

The techniques can also be applied to many other RF building blocks, such as the low-

noise amplifiers and power amplifiers.

Fig. 4.14 shows the typical circuit topology of a low-noise amplifier (LNA). The

gain stage (Qj) of the LNA is similar to the driver stageof the single-balanced mixer, and

hence similardesign and optimization techniques can be used. The gain stage uses induc

tive degeneration to increase its linearity. Class AB behavior can be exploited to reduce

the biascurrent requirement, andto increase thepower efficiency. Toexploit theclass AB

behavior, DC feedback caused by the parasitic emitter resistance and the bias resistor Rj

needs tobeminimized (discussed insection 3.2). To reduce the noise contribution from rb,

a large device is used for Qj. The bias current is optimized to reduce the sum of base and

collector shotnoise contributions (discussed in section 3.3). A bypass capacitor should not

be placed at node X, as it would increase thenoise figure (discussed in section 3.3).

The linearity requirement for LNA can bemet easily with small amount of degener

ation since the RF input power level is low. On the other hand, the noise performance is
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Fig. 4.14. Low-Noise Amplifier

extremely important sincethere is no gainstage before theLNA(unlike a mixer) to reduce

its noise contribution. Therefore, the degeneration inductor (Lg) is minimized to reduce

the noise figure. The lower limit is set by the number of bond wires available and the max

imum gain allowed without overloading the downconversion mixer. In some applications,

the noise performance is so important that an external impedance-matching network is

usedto translate the source resistance (Rg) to someoptimal value (different from 50i2). In

suchcases, the impedance-matching network shown inFig.2.6or Fig.2.8canbe used. On

the otherhand, such a matching network is typically omitted in a mixer design in orderto

reduce the number of external components. In some applications where there is a strong
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blocker, a low-frequency trap (L3, C3) is needed toattenuate the low-frequency noise from

the bias circuit.

Transistor Q2 is a cascode transistor used to increase the power gainof the LNA. It

canbe viewed as a common-base amplifier. It also helps to isolate theRF input port from

the output port. Without the cascode transistor, the Miller Effect caused by of Qj can

reduce the power gain and cause impedance mismatch at the RF input port. Series tuning

between C2 and L2 provides an AC ground for the base of Q2 at the RF. To increase the

power gain, load resistor R9 is typically designed to be larger than 50Q. It is matched to

50f2by usingthe impedance-matching network formed by L9and C9.

In contrast to a downconversion mixer of which the input frequency is different from

the output frequency, a LNA can run into stability problems (oscillation) easily. The

unconditional stability criteria shown below have to be checked to make sure that the LNA

does not oscillate (at all frequencies) at any input and output loading conditions.

k =—^>1 . and (4.5)

IS11S22-S12S21I < 1 . (4.6)

Mutual couplings between L2andLg, and between L9andL^need to be minimized. These

coupling mechanisms form positive feedback loops which may cause oscillation.

4.4 Power Amplifier
Fig. 4.15 shows the block diagram of a typical three-stage power amplifier. Multiple

gain stages are used to increase the power gain (some lower-gain designs use only two
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gain stages). An output matching network (not shown in Fig. 4.15) is used to match the

load resistance (SOD) to the optimal impedance needed atthe output terminal oftheoutput

gain stage formaximum power efficiency. Similarly, the last interstage matching network

is used to match the input impedance of the output gain stage to the optimal impedance

needed at the output terminal of the driver stage (before the output gain stage). High-Q

components are used in the matching networks to minimize the power loss, and to maxi

mize the power efficiency. For power efficiency reasons, the output matching network is

implemented by off-chip components (higher Q than on-chip components), since the

power consumption of the PA isdominated by the output gain stage. The interstage match

ing networks are implemented by monolithic components to reduce the number of exter

nal components and to achieve a high level of integration.

The circuit topology of each gain stage is similar to that of a LNA except that the

transistor size is much larger (to be able to handle large currents), andthat there is no cas-

code device (to increase the voltage headroom for power efficiency reasons). Unlike the

LNA and the downconversion mixer, the RF input signal power (from the upconversion

mixer) to the PA is much higher than the noise floor, and hence noise performance is not

an important design criterion. Therefore, the active devices are typically biased for the

maximum power efficiency, instead of the lowest noise figure. In a class A design, the
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active device of the gain stage is normally biased close to the comer of Kirk Effect.

Class AB behavior, discussed in section 3.2, can be exploited to reduce the bias cur

rent requirement, and to improve the power efficiency at both low and high output power

levels. Typically, a poweramplifier has to be able to output a rangeof power. In a class A

design, the gain stages have to be biased with sufficient collector current to be able to out

put the maximum power required. However, the power amplifier only needs to deliver

medium output power most of the time. Hence, the extra bias current is wasted. On the

other hand, a class AB design can be biased at a much lower quiescent current level. As

shown in Fig. 3.7, the average current (powerconsumption) depends on the output power

(input power). Furthermore, at large output power level (input power level), the signal cur

rent amplitude becomes larger than the average current. This makes the class AB design

more power efficient that a class A design, even at the maximum output power level.

Unlike a LNA (low power) which has no thermal runaway problem, a small amount

of resistive degeneration (realized using ballasting resistors) has to be introduced at the

emitters of the gain stages in a power amplifier to prevent thermal runaway. Thermal run

away is positive feedback phenomenon where the bias current of a bipolar transistor

increases due to an increase in temperature. The increase in bias current increases the tem

perature further. If this positive feedback phenomenon is not checked, the device can be

destroyed. Hence, resistive degeneration is needed to reduce the loop gain of this positive

thermal feedback loop. However, this degeneration resistor can also suppress the class AB

behavior. A trade-off between power efficiency (exploiting class AB behavior) and circuit

robustness has to be considered carefully in the design. As shown in section 3.1, the bal-
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lasting resistor alsoreduces the linearity (IP3) of the gain stage. If the active devices in the

gain stages are implemented by FETs, ballastingresistors are not needed because the bias

current decreases with temperature.

4.5 Discussion

Besides the examples given above, the design and optimization techniques discussed

in CHAPTER 3 can be applied to many other analog building blocks. For instance, the

class AB design can be used for any common-emitter amplifier or gain stage. It is also

applicable to common-source amplifier or gain stage using FETas the active device. Since

the FET has no DC gate current, the gate bias resistor does not have to be minimized to

exploit the class AB behavior. However, the main disadvantage of using the class AB

behavior is that a fully differential design cannot be used. The IM3 equations derived in

section 3.1 are very general, and can beused to optimize the linearity ofcommon-emitter

and differential pair transconductance stages with arbitrary degeneration. The concepts

behind noise performance optimization and noise mixing phenomenon discussed as sec

tion 3.3 can be used inmany linear and nonlinear analog building blocks.

The desensitization mechanisms by a blockerdiscussedin section 3.4 concentrate on

the downconversion mixer. However, the noise mixing phenomenon is very similar to

those in the upconversion mixers and power amplifiers. In these applications, the large sig

nal is the desired signal (instead ofthe undesired blocker), which mixes the low-frequency

noise from the bias circuit and the LO phase noise to the sidebands of the desired signal

and raises the sideband noise floor.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions

In this thesis, design and optimization techniques for monolithicRF downconversion

mixers have been presented. The class AB behavior of the common-emitter transconduc-

tance stage with inductive degeneration has been studied. It can be exploited to improve

the 1dB compression point, the blocking performance, and the power efficiency. To

exploit the class AB behavior, resistive (DC) feedback at the emitter and base of the driver

transistor has to be minimized. This class AB concept is also applicable to the common-

source FET transconductance stage.

Third-order intermodulation equations in Volterra Series for both common-emitter

and differential-pair transconductance stages were derived. The equations can be applied

to transconductance stages with arbitrary emitter degeneration and source impedances.

The equations show that common-emitter transconductance stages are more linear than

differential- pair transconductance stages with the same gain and bias current. The equa

tions also show that inductive degeneration is more linear than both resistive and capaci-

tive degeneration. Also, design guidelines to improve the linearity of the differential

switching stage were presented.

Noise figure equations for both common-emitter and differential-pair driver stages

were derived. The equations show that the collector shot noise contribution decreases with

bias current, whereas the base shot noise contribution increases with bias current. Unlike

an FET driver stage, it is not possible to achieve simultaneous noise and impedance
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matching at the input of the bipolar implementation unless the noise figure is dominated

by the collector shot noise contribution. In addition, methods to minimize the noise contri

bution from thedifferential switching stagehave been presented. With inductive degenera

tion, high-side mixing has better noise performance than low-side mixing. Methods to

handle the IF noise feedthrough problems (from both driver stage and LO buffer) in a sin

gle-balanced design were presented.

The desensitization mechanisms by a blocker were discussed. A strong blocker can

increase thenoise figure of a mixer bycausing gain compression and increasing theoutput

noise power. The blocker increases the output noise power by mixing the low-frequency

noise from the bias circuit upto the RF, and bymixing the LO phase noise to the IF (recip

rocal mixing). The low-frequency noise from the bias circuit can besuppressed byusing a

low-frequency RC filter or a low-frequency trap network. The reciprocal mixing problem

canonly be alleviated by reducing theblocker power or theLOphase noise.

Two design examples using the design and optimization techniques were presented.

The 900MHz mixer, implemented in a 25 GHz fj bipolar process, consumes 10.2 mA

total current from a3V power supply. The design has apower gain of7.5 dB, and operates

with supply voltages from 2.7V to 5V. The single-sideband noise figure and the input 1dB

compression point are 7.5 dB and -1.5 dBm respectively. The 2.4 GHz mixer, imple

mented ina 13 GHz fj BiCMOS process, consumes 7.9 mA total current from a 3V power

supply. The design has a power gain of4.5 dB, a single-sideband noise figure of 10 dB, an

input third-order intercept point of 1dBm, and an input 1dB compression point of

-7.5 dBm. Applications of the techniques to other RF building blocks, such as low noise

amplifiers and power amplifiers, were discussed.
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Appendix A

Derivation of Nonlinearity Equations

A.1 Common-Emitter IVansconductance Stage
The Kirchhoff's Voltage Law equation for the common-emitter transconductance

stage is

Vs = (sCjeV„ +Stplc +Ic/Po)(Zb +Ze) +IcZe +V„ . (A.1)

Substituting

I. . Iq«p(^)

v„ = C,(S|)oV5 + C2(s,,S2)oVs + C3(Si,S2,S3)oV5 + ... (A.3)

into equation (A.1), and solving for CjCsi), C2(Si,S2) and C3(sj,S2,S3) results in

[sCj,Z(s) +sTpg„Z(s) +g„Z(s)/po + 1+g„Z.(s)] •

C2(sj, S2)—Cj(S| +S2)Cj(Sj)Cj(S2)—^["(Sj +S2)TpZ(Sj +S2) ,and (A.5)
2VjL

Z(Sj + S2)n +Ze(Si +S2)]
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Ai (Si + So + So)!/^
CsCsp 82, S3) = — 2 [^i(si)A2(s2)Aj(s3) +6VjAj A2] . (A.6)

6Vj

X̂(s, +82 +83)TpZ(8, +82 +83)
ZfSi 80 "1* So) n+ p +Ze(8, +82 +83)J

Substituting equation (A.3) into equation (A.2) results in

A, (8) = g„Ci(8) , (A.7)

loA2(Si, 82) — ^2)2^1(^1)^1(^2) »snd (A.8)
2Vj

A3(8i,82, 83) = gnjjC3(8j, 82, 83) + ^Cj(8j)C|(82)Cj(83) +-~CjC2 . (A.9)
6Vy Vj

Equations (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) can be obtained by expanding equations (A.7), (A.8) and

(A.9) respectively.

a.2 Differential-Pair 'D'ansconductance Stage
The Kirchhoff's Voltage and Current Law equations for the differential-pair

transconductance stage are

Vs = (sCjeV„,+STpI„+I<,,/Po)(Zb +Ze) +I„Z, +V„,
- (sCjjV„2 +S'tplc2 +Ic2/Po)(2b +Zg) - Ig2Ze - V„2 >and (A. 10)

0 = sCjeV„, +STpIg, +Ig,/Po +Ig, +sCjgV„2 +Stplg2 +Icj/Po +hi • (A.11)

Substituting
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''2 - l(^) +•••]• (A.13)

Vni = D,(Si)oVs +D2(S|,S2)oV5+D3(s,,S2,S3)oVj + ... .and (A.14)

V„2 = -D,(Si)oV3 +D2(Si,S2)oV3^-D3(s„S2,S3)oV^ +... (A.15)

into equations (A. 10) and (A. 11), and solving for Di(si), D2(si,S2) and D3(si,S2,S3) results

in

" 2[sCj,Z(s) +stpg„Z(s) +g.„Z(s)/po +1+g„Z,(s)] '

D2(S,.S2) =-D,(s,)D,(S2)^ It[(Si+S2)Tp+1/Po+1]
2Vt[(s, +S2)Cj. + (S, +S2)Tpg„ +g„/Po +g„]

Di (Si "4" S-j *1" So)I'r •03(51,82,83) =~!-J—^-^-I[D,(s,)D,(s2)D,(s3) +6VtDiD2] . (A.18)
3Vt

X̂(Sj *4" S2 S3)TpZ(S| 4* S2 "4* S3)
Z(s,+S7 + S0) -1+—L_2_±: +Z^(s,+S2 +S3)J

Substituting equations (A.14) and (A.15) into equations (A.12) and (A.13) respectively

results in

Bi(s) = g„,D,(s) , (A.19)

It
B2(S|, S2) = g,nD2(Sj, S2) + —rD|(Sj)Dj(s2) , and (A.20)

2Vt

BsCSj, Sj, S3) =gmD3(Si, S2, S3) +̂ D,(Si)Di(S2)Di(S3) +i|D,D2 • (A.21)
6Vt Vt
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Equations (3.15), (3.16) and(3.17) canbe obtained byexpanding equations (A.19), (A.20)

and (A.21) respectively.
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